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β-Ti alloys are widely used in airframe and biomedical applications due to their high 

ductility, high hardenability, and low elastic modulus. The phase transformations in β-Ti alloys 

are rather complex due to formation of metastable phases during various thermo-mechanical 

treatments. One such critical metastable phase, the hexagonal omega (ω) phase, can form in β-Ti 

alloys under quenching from the high temperature β phase and/or isothermal aging at 

intermediate temperature. Despite a substantial amount of reported works on the ω phase, there 

are several critical issues related to the ω formation need to be resolved, e.g. role of alloying 

elements and oxygen content. Therefore, this dissertation has attempted to provide insights into 

ω transformation in low misfit (Ti-Mo) and high misfit (Ti-V) binary systems as well as 

multicomponent (Ti-Nb-Zr-Ta) alloys. 

The evolution of ω structure, morphology and composition from the early stage (β-

solution+quenched) to later stages after prolonged aging are systematically investigated by 

coupling transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atom probe tomography (APT) and high-

energy synchrotron X-ray diffraction techniques. The influence of aging temperature and 

duration on characteristic of ω phase in Ti-Mo, and Ti-V alloys is addressed in details. It is found 

that compositional changes during aging can alter the structure, size and morphology of ω 

precipitates. In low misfit alloys, the ellipsoidal morphology of ω phase was retained during 

isothermal aging, while in high misfit alloys it changed from ellipsoidal to cuboidal morphology 

after prolonged aging. Secondly, ω transformation in biomedical Ti-Nb-Zr-Ta alloy is probed in 



 
 

which the micro-hardness was sensitive to microstructural changes. Furthermore, the evolution 

of oxygen concentration in ω precipitates during various aging conditions in binary Ti-Mo and 

Ti-V alloys are reported. It has been accepted that interstitial elements such as oxygen can 

largely alter mechanical behavior and the microstructure of Ti-alloys. Recently, oxygen is 

intentionally added to some biomedical alloys to improve their performances. However, a careful 

understanding of the effect of oxygen on ω phase transformation is still lacking in the literature. 

In this work, the role of oxygen on ω phase formation in biomedical TNTZ alloys is investigated. 

Although it is traditionally accepted that oxygen suppresses ω transformation, our observations 

revealed contradictory results during isothermal aging of TNZT alloys. The results of our 

investigations provide a novel insight into understanding the effect of interstitial elements on 

metastable phase transformation in β-Ti alloys. It is concluded that depending upon the nature of 

alloying elements and/or the applied thermo-mechanical treatments, oxygen may play a different 

role in ω transformations. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The element titanium (Ti) was discovered in 1791. Titanium and its alloys have attracted 

scientists’ interest due to such outstanding properties as low density, high strength, good 

ductility, high toughness as well as high corrosion resistance. Potential applications have led to 

significant research to improve those properties. Nowadays, titanium alloys are widely used in 

the aerospace industry and to some extent have orthopedic and implant applications. A careful 

understanding of compositions and thermo-mechanical processing is required to control the 

microstructure and consequently to obtain desirable mechanical behavior. Originally, α and α/β 

Ti-alloys were considered for industrial products. More recent developments have resulted in β-

Ti alloys that have high formability, low elastic modulus, extreme fatigue resistance and 

enhanced biocompatibility. The phase transformation in β-Ti alloys is rather complex due to the 

formation of metastable phases. Development of metastable phases at various compositions 

during different thermo-mechanical treatments can largely influence the microstructure and, 

consequently, mechanical behavior of the systems. Thus, a comprehensive understanding of 

possible phase transformations in β-Ti alloys is critical. 

The omega (ω) phase is a metastable phase that may form during quenching from high 

temperatures (above β-transus temperature) or upon isothermal aging at intermediate 

temperatures. In a small range of alloying concentration, athermal (quenched) or isothermal 

(aged) ω phase can be developed in β-Ti alloys. Not only the complex nature of phase 

transformation, but also its significant influence on mechanical properties have led to much 

research being conducted to understand the characteristics of the ω phase. Although the ω phase 

increases strength via precipitation hardening, it can dramatically reduce ductility and embrittle 
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the alloy. Nevertheless, by using appropriate thermo-mechanical processing, a good balance 

between high strength and acceptable ductility can be achieved by ω formation.  

On the other hand, ω precipitates have recently been accepted as important to 

microstructure refinement. In fact, ω particles have been suggested to be heterogeneous 

nucleation sites for the α phase. Further studies on different systems reveal a direct or indirect 

function of ω phase on α transformation. How ω phase impacts the formation of fine-scale α in 

alloys after subsequent annealing should be clearly understood to engineer the microstructures 

and mechanical properties.  

Despite many works on ω transformation and its influence on mechanical properties, few 

aspects of ω transformation are not yet fully understood such as the transition from athermal ω to 

isothermal ω phase. Moreover, the potential (if any) influence of quenched ω precipitates in 

isothermal ω formation is still lacking in literature. The small size of ω particles complicates 

structural and compositional analysis, thus necessitating use of advanced characterization 

techniques to probe their characteristics. 

A comprehensive work on evolution of the ω phase from quenched condition to 

isothermally aged states is required. The present dissertation focuses on ω transformation in both 

low misfit and high misfit binary Ti alloys, as well as multicomponent biomedical Ti-alloys. The 

morphology of the ω phase can be altered by adding different alloying elements. Whereas alloys 

containing elements such as molybdenum (Mo) will have ellipsoidal morphology due to low 

lattice mismatch between ω and β structure, while elements such as vanadium (V) can produce 

cuboidal ω particles because of the high lattice mismatch. In this work, we study an example of 

each type of alloy, as well as ω transformation in two complex Ti-Nb-Zr-Ta alloys. Another 

viewpoint of the present study considers the effect of oxygen as an interstitial element in ω 
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transformation. Oxygen is conventionally known to be an ω destabilizer since it hinders {222} 

plane collapse. However, the isothermal ω transformation is via a diffusion-based mechanism, 

and evidence in the literature is insufficient to confirm the influence of oxygen on isothermal ω 

formation. Traditionally, oxygen is accepted as a means of significantly altering the mechanical 

behavior of Ti alloys. Recently, the development of gum-metals for biomedical applications has 

confirmed the intentional addition of oxygen to Ti alloys to improve their properties. However, a 

comprehensive study on the influence of O in phase transformation of β-Ti alloys is still lacking, 

and this aspect will be addressed in this dissertation. Coupling traditional transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) with advanced 3D atom probe tomography (APT), we probe morphological 

and compositional evolutions during transitions from athermal ω to aged ω phase to understand 

the nature of these transformations.  

 This dissertation is divided into eight chapters. A brief introduction about the 

motivations and contributions of this work is given in this chapter. Chapter 2 provides a general 

background and literature review on titanium and its alloys with a focus on ω transformation. 

Chapter 3 explains the experimental methods and equipment that were used in this work. The 

experimental results and discussions on ω transformation in Ti-Mo alloys (Ti-12Mo and Ti-

15Mo), Ti-20V alloy, and Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta alloys are presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, 

respectively. Finally, evolution of O content in ω phase during isothermal aging and the effect of 

O interstitials on ω transformation in Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr-xO alloys will be discussed in chapter 

7. And lastly, a summary of our observations as well as expected continued work will be 

provided in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1  Introduction 

This chapter provides a general introduction about titanium and its alloys. It begins with 

titanium metallurgy, equilibrium phase and metasbale phases, with an emphasis on metastable 

omega phase. Next, phase transformation in titanium alloys and β-titanium alloys will be 

explained. At the end, we will discuss the effect of interstitial elements on microstructure and 

mechanical behaviors of titanium alloys. 

In 1791, Gregor, who was a clergyman and amateur mineralogist in UK, discovered Titanium 

(Ti) as an unknown element in magnetic iron sand by Gregor [1].  Regardless of its early 

discovery, titanium was not commercially viable until the 20th century, when Kroll developed a 

method to produce titanium sponge. Such excellent properties as high melting temperature (1670 

OC), low density (4.5 g/cm3), high strength (yield stress level of 1000 MPa), and high corrosion 

and creep resistance, have led to applications of titanium alloys in aerospace (e.g., aircraft 

engines, fan blades and rotors), structural, and biomedical (e.g., implant) applications [1-3]. The 

application expansion to, for example automotive industry has been limited due to the high cost 

of pure titanium. The high cost has been attributed to processing, as vacuum or inert gas is 

required to combat the strong tendency of titanium to react with oxygen. At the same time, this 

high reactivity provides good corrosion resistant behavior due to the formation of a stable oxide 

layer on the surface.  
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2.2  Physical Metallurgy and Phases of Titanium Alloys 

Titanium is a transition metal that belongs to group 4 and has an incomplete 3d shell that 

enables it to make solid solutions while substitutional elements are added. Pure titanium and 

titanium alloys can form different phases and consequently having different properties depending 

on the applied heat treatments, cooling rates, pressure, and amount of alloying elements.   In 

general, existing phases in titanium alloys can be divided into two categories: equilibrium phases 

and non-equilibrium or metastable phases.  The major driving force to achieve an equilibrium 

phase is minimization of total Gibbs free energy of the system. As mentioned, the formation of 

each phase depends on the applied thermo-mechanical treatment. Each of these phases will be 

described briefly in the next two sections, with more emphasis on omega phase. 

2.2.1  Equilibrium Phases 

2.2.1.1 Alpha Phase (α) 

At low temperatures, pure titanium has a hexagonal close-packed (HCP) structure that is 

called alpha (α) phase. The schematic structure reveals atomic positions of (0, 0, 0) and (1/3, 2/3, 

1/2) as shown in Figure 2.1a. The titanium HCP structure with lattice parameters of a (0.295 nm) 

and c (0.468 nm) at room temperature exhibits a lower c/a ratio (1.587) compared to ideal HCP 

crystal structures (1.633). The crystallographic space group is known to be P63/mmc. 

Considering the crystal structure, there are few densely packed planes such as the basal plane of 

(0002), prismatic plane of {101̅0} and pyramidal plane of {101̅1}, and the close-packed 

direction is <112̅0 >. Therefore, 3 or 6 slip systems are possible in α titanium system. Due to the 

nature of HCP structure, α titanium reveals anisotropic mechanical behavior. The modulus of 

elasticity (E) has been observed to vary with the angle between the applied load and c-axis of the 

crystal (Figure 2.2). There are fewer anisotropic elastic properties in polycrystalline titanium.  
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Figure 2.1. (a) α HCP structure, (b) β BBC unit cell [1]. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 The Modulus of elasticity of α phase as a function of declination angle γ [4]. 

 

By alloying titanium with other elements, various phases with different crystal structures 

and properties can be generated. Alloying elements such as Al, Ga, B, La, Ge, C, O, and N are 

known to increase the β transus temperature and therefore to stabilize α phase. In fact, the effect 
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of α-stabilizing elements in a complex Ti-alloy follows the equivalent Aluminum content 

formula as the following [5]: 

[Al]eq. = [Al] + 0.17 [Zr] + 0.33 [Sn] + 10 [O]. 

The types of α phases in Ti-alloys depend on nucleation site, size and morphology. For 

instance, the precipitated α in α/β alloys can be categorized as either primary or secondary α 

phase.  To distinguish between these phases, we refer to the stage of formation as well as the 

sizes. In other words, primary α precipitates in β grains while cooling from temperature above β 

transus to low temperatures. Generally, the size of this α phase is rather coarse. Subsequent heat-

treatments can produce secondary α phase (fine-scale α). Furthermore, based on the nucleation 

site, the three types of α phases are divided into grain boundary α, intergranular or 

Widmanstätten α, and intragranular α.  

Grain boundary alpha (GB α), also called allotrimorph α, nucleates and grows at β grain 

boundaries and can decrease material strength. Various studies have been done on GB α to 

understand the morphology and crystallography of this phase. Fundamentally, when β Ti is 

cooled to room temperature, two different microstructures can be developed: lamellar and 

bimodal microstructures. A lamellar microstructure is achieved when α particles decorate the β 

grain boundaries, known as GB α. During the slow cooling of β solutionized Ti alloys, 

equilibrium α precipitates start to grow at β grain boundaries, which are the heterogeneous 

nucleation sites. The bimodal microstructure is created when the material is hot-rolled in α+β 

phase field, suppressing growth of α at the grain boundaries. Because of the reduced GB α 

formation, a higher strength can be achieved in the latter case. 

The formation of GB α is known to negatively affect strength, toughness, fatigue life, and 

fracture behavior of the system. Accordingly, some research works have focused on decreasing 
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the GB α thickness and continuity of this phase across grain boundaries. As an example, we can 

mention a recent work by J.W. Foltz, et al. (2010) who studied possible methods to eliminate GB 

α in Ti-alloys. This work revealed that crack initiates and propagates along the GB. With 

appropriate heat treatments, the mechanical properties of the alloy can be improved [6].  

The intergranular or Widmanstätten α phase nucleates at β grain boundaries but grows 

into the grains; while the intragranular α starts to nucleate at dislocations, vacancies or 

metastable phases such as omega (ω) phase, and grows into β matrix. 

Another important subject worthy of mention is the orientation relationship between α 

phase that precipitates in β matrix during cooling. During this phase transformation, α particles 

do not grow arbitrarily and will maintain an orientation relationship (OR) with the parent phase. 

The much known OR of these phases is called Burgers OR and it follows: (0001)α || {011}β
 
; 

<112̅0>α || <11̅1>β. 

2.2.1.2 Beta Phase (β) 

At temperatures above 882oC, the pure Ti transforms into a body-centered cubic (BCC) 

structure known as beta (β) phase. The lattice constant of β titanium at 900°C is 0.332 nm. 

Figure 2.1b shows the atomic positions are (0, 0, 0) and (1/2, 1/2, 1/2). Based on crystallographic 

symmetry of this phase, the space group is Im3̅m. The closed-packed direction <111> is 

perpendicular to {110} plane, with high planar density (Figure 2.1b). The total number of 

possible slip systems is 12 in the BCC structure. The BCC structure is less compact than the 

HCP structure, making β phase stable at high temperatures. In general, β phase has a lower 

elastic modulus than α phase.  
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Some alloying elements that reduce the β transus temperature, and are referred to β-

stabilizers include Mo, Nb, V, Ta, Mn, Fe, Hf, Cr, Cu, Ni, Co, W, and Pt. The Mo equivalency in 

a multicomponent Ti-alloys can be calculated from the following equation [5]. 

[Mo]eq. = [Mo] + 0.2 [Ta] + 0.28 [Nb] + 0.4 [W] + 0.67 [V] + 1.25 [Cr] + 1.25 [Ni] + 1.7 [Mn] 

+ 1.7 [Co] + 2.5 [Fe]. 

The β-stabilizing elements can be categorized based on their solubility in titanium [2,7]. 

Zr and Hf are β- isomorphous elements that dissolve completely in both α and β phases. 

Additionally, β- isomorphous elements such as Mo, V, Nb and Ta have large solubility in β 

phase while a low solubility in α Ti. The last category is β-eutectoid elements with limited 

solubility in β phase. Based on the kinetic of eutectic reaction, β-eutectoid elements such as Cu 

or Ni are considered as fast diffusers but Cr or Fe are sluggish elements.  

2.2.1.3 Intermetallic Phases  

By adding larger amounts of α stabilizer elements, gamma (γ) intermetallic phases may form 

in some Ti binary systems. Depending on the nature of the alloying element, the crystal structure 

of an intermetallic phase could be face-centered cubic (FCC)/ A1, BCC/ A2 structure, or HCP/ 

A3 structure [2]. The Ti-Al system is one of the most popular binary systems that can exhibit 

three different intermetallic phases based on the chosen composition. For example, by adding 25, 

50, or 70 at%, of aluminum into titanium, Ti3Al, TiAl, and TiAl3 intermetallics can be formed, 

respectively. Intermetallic phases have high hardness values and therefore, can be used for 

strengthening Al alloys. At the same time, they can embrittle the material with having low 

ductility. 
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2.2.2  Metastable Phases 

Metastable phases are known to form in the parent phase due to insufficient time given to the 

elements for long-range diffusion, to reach an equilibrium composition. The common metastable 

phases (martensite, β', and ω phases) in Ti-based alloys are described in this section. 

2.2.2.1  Martensite Phase 

Two martensitic phases are known to form in Ti-alloys: α' and α''. The α' phase forms via 

martensitic transformation when the alloy is quenched very rapidly from the high-temperature 

single β phase. Due to the diffusionless nature of martensitic transformations, the product α' 

exhibits the same composition as the parent phase.  The α' phase can appear in lower solute 

content Ti- alloys and have hexagonal crystal structure with P6
3
/mmc space group. This 

martensitic phase may have varying morphologies such as lath or plate shape. 

The second martensitic phase, αʺ, has an orthorhombic structure. At higher 

concentrations of β stabilizers, α' cannot form upon quenching, and instead, αʺ might develop in 

Ti-alloys. Typically, it exhibits acicular morphology. If the amount of solute is increased, the Ms 

(start temperature) of αʺ will immediately decrease. In this case, the αʺ cannot form in a 

quenched-alloy. 

 2.2.2.2 β' Phase 

The β' phase is a metastable phase that may form in isomorphous Ti-alloys containing high 

solute content. The β → β + β'  phase transformation takes place via a phase separation 

mechanism. The crystal structure of the transformed products is BCC structure; however, the 

composition is different from β phase. Usually, β' phase corresponds to the solute lean phase 

[31]. 
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2.2.2.3 Omega Phase (ω) 

Omega (ω) phase can be formed either during thermal quenching of single β phase from high 

temperature, or under high pressure in Ti, Zr or Hf alloys [2]. The latter is considered as an 

equilibrium phase while the former is a metastable phase. This dissertation focuses on metastable 

ω phase. Omega was first discovered in 1954 by Forest, et al., in Ti-8% Cr system. The ability of 

ω formation depends on alloy composition as well as the heat-treatment condition. By adding 

sufficient β stabilizing elements such as Mo, V, Nb, Fe, or Cr, ω phase may appear in the alloy. 

Two main types of metastable ω phase are known as athermal ω phase and isothermal ω phase. 

While athermal ω can form in quenched condition, isothermal ω can be obtained by subsequent 

thermal annealing of a quenched alloy at an intermediate temperature (< 497oC) [2].  An 

isomorphous binary phase diagram [1] has a range of solute content in which metasbale ω phase 

may form (Figure 2.3). The formation of ω phase influences the mechanical and physical 

properties of the alloys. For instance, strength is increased while material ductility is reduced 

[8,9]. The ω elastic modulus of approximately 165 GPa is slightly higher than equilibrium α 

phase.  

As briefly mentioned before, the development of metastable ω phase can occur under two 

conditions [10]. Generally, if the alloying concentration in β-Ti alloys is higher, α' and αʺ 

martensitic phases cannot form under rapid quenching; instead, ω transformation will take place 

[11] (Refer to Figure 2.3; ω vs martensite). The phase referred to athermal ω forms in a narrow 

region of a phase diagram via a diffusionless mechanism. Even under very rapid quenching, this 

transformation is unavoidable, and very fine ω particles (< 5 nm) homogenously nucleate in the β 

matrix.  
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Figure 2.3. A portion of an isomorphous binary phase diagram containing β-stabilizer, and the 

region of ω formation are shown [1]. 

 

Secondly, isothermal ω phase can develop after subsequent aging at a temperature below 

500oC. In fact, this transformation is a thermally activated process. Therefore, isothermal ω is 

formed via a diffusion-based transformation. How athermal ω affects isothermal ω 

transformation is not yet fully understood. During annealing, some compositional changes in the 

athermal ω phase will lead to the formation of isothermal ω. This phase is produced by 

partitioning of solute. The solute lean region is associated with ω phase, while the solute rich is β 

parent phase [2, 12]. Eventually, after sufficient aging time, the precipitation of equilibrium 

alpha phase (α) will be observed. An example of TTT diagram for Ti-20(wt.%)V is shown in 

Figure 2.4 [13]. Note that temperature and duration of aging in TTT diagram would vary for 

different alloys. The volume fraction of this phase depends on aging temperature, annealing time 

and diffusion coefficient of solute in the matrix. The formation of aged ω results in a volume 

contraction of 15% [2].  
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Figure 2.4 An example of a TTT diagram reveals kinetics of ω and α formation. Note that this 

diagram was obtained for Ti-20V alloy by F. Harmon, et al., in 1961 [13]. 

 

The ω phase is known to be formed via collapse of {222}β plane in β phase (BCC lattice), 

resulting in hexagonal structure with six-fold symmetry along <111> direction (Figure 2.5). [14]. 

In early studies of ω phase, the crystal structure of this phase was doubted, when different reports 

revealed dissimilar crystal structures. The currently accepted understanding is that ω phase has 

either a non-close packed hexagonal crystal structure or trigonal structure, depending on the 

nature of plane collapse. If athermal ω is generated via a partial collapse of {222} planes, a non-

ideal ω structure with trigonal structure will be obtained. However, during a full collapse of 

plane, athermal ω would possess a non-closed packed hexagonal structure, which is also referred 

to as an ideal ω structure [15,16]. Figure 2.6 shows a schematic picture of {111} plane in β 

structure (Figure 2.6a) and a partial collapse (Figure 2.6b), versus full collapse (Figure 2.6c) 

during ω transformation [17]. On the other hand, since the isothermal ω forms via rejection of 

solute elements, an ideal crystal structure can be achieved. Note that during β→ω transformation, 
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the stacking fault changes from ABCABC to AB’AB’ for ideal ω structure (Figure 2.6). The 

space group for hexagonal ω is P6/mmm [11], and for trigonal structure the space group is P3̅m1 

[30]. A wave model was used to describe ω transformation by introducing a displacement wave 

with K (wave factor) of 2/3 <111> and an amplitude of 1/2{222}. If the amplitude is smaller 

than this distance, the structure will become trigonal. The displacement can be visualized by a 

sinusoidal wave as shown in Figure 2.7 [2]. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. (a) (111) plane of BCC structure, (b) The collapsed plane creates hexagonal 

structure of ω phase [14]. 
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Figure 2.6. (111) plane of (a) β structure, (b) the partially collapsed plane (c) the fully 

collapsed plane [17]. 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Displacement of {222} plane in β phase is associated with a sinusoidal wave. 

 

The lattice parameters of ω are calculated to be 𝑎𝜔=√2aβ and 𝑐𝜔=√3 2⁄ aβ. The growth of 

either athermal or isothermal ω within the β matrix follows an orientation relationship (OR) 

between β and ω structures, that can be described by {111}β || (0001)ω and <11̅0>β || <12̅10>ω. 

The ω crystal structure determines four possible crystallographic variants. To understand the 
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possible variants of ω structure in β phase, different sets of the <111> family of directions need 

to be considered. The OR for four variants are shown in Table 2.1 [2]. So far, the existence of all 

four variants associated with <111>β have been observed by high resolution electron microscopy 

(HREM) [18]. 

Traditionally, the presence of ω phase can be determined by selected area diffraction pattern 

(SAD). The nature of reflection can depend on the solute content and cooling rate. Reflections of 

an ideal ω structure (with a full plane collapse) exhibit a sharp and non-diffusing nature. In a 

SAD pattern taken from <011>β zone axis (ZA), the ω reflections with hexagonal structure 

correspond to 1/3<211̅>β and 2/3 <211̅>β spots [19-22]. Figure 2.8 represents typical SAD 

patterns that reveal ω reflections at [011]β ZA in Figure2.8a and [113]β ZA in Figure2.8b [23]. 

 

 

Table 2.1 Orientation relationship between β phase and four ω variants. 

 

Variant 

 

Orientation Relationship 

1 (111)β  || (0001)ω ; [1̅10]β || [1̅21̅0]ω 

2 (1̅11)β  || (0001)ω ; [1̅1̅0]β || [1̅21̅0]ω 

3 (1̅1̅1)β  || (0001)ω ; [11̅0]β || [1̅21̅0]ω 

4 (11̅1)β  || (0001)ω ; [110]β || [1̅21̅0]ω 
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Figure 2.8. A schematic of TEM SAD pattern of β+ω microstructure taken from (a) [011]β ZA, 

and (b) [113]β ZA.  Some double diffractions (DD) are shown with open circles [23]. 

 

The morphology of isothermal ω depends on the alloying elements. The lattice misfit 

between the ω crystal structure and the β unit cell can determine the morphology of isothermal ω 

precipitates. Thermally-activated ω phase can have either cuboidal or ellipsoidal shape [24]. 

When the lattice misfit is smaller than 0.5% the ω precipitates will acquire ellipsoidal 

morphology to minimize surface energy (in cases of having Mo, or Nb elements). A lattice misfit 

greater than 1% will lead to cuboidal morphology in order to minimize strain energy of the 

system (observed in alloys having V, Cr, Fe or Mn solutes). Some studies on binary Ti-alloys 

reveal the morphology of ω phase for different β-stabilizers such as Ti-Mo [25-26], Ti-V [27-

28], Ti-Nb [29], and Ti-Fe alloys [24]. In a system with cuboidal ω phase, the cube faces are 

parallel to {100} plane of BCC structure [2]. Examples of a low-misfit system and a high misfit 

alloy can be seen in Figure 2.9, having cuboidal and ellipsoidal ω particles, respectively [3,10, 

45]. 
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Figure 2.9. (a) Cubic ω phase in Ti-10Fe alloy, (b) Ellipsoidal ω phase in Ti-11.5Mo-6Zr-

4.5Sn [45]. 

 

2.3  Phase Transformation in Titanium Alloys 

This section addresses briefly some common solid state phase transformations that might take 

place during thermo-mechanical treatments [1-3].  

2.3.1  Diffusional Transformation of β → α 

 During this transformation, α phase nucleates and grows in the β matrix during cooling 

from a high temperature single β phase. Depending on the heat-treatment procedure, nucleation 

sites, size, morphology, distribution and volume fraction of α phase in the matrix may vary. In 

α/β and β-Ti alloys, the formation of α phase can affect mechanical properties such as strength, 

ductility, creep and fatigue behavior. Therefore, understanding β → α transformation and the 

parameters that may affect the nature of transformed α phase is critical. The Burgers OR between 

α and parent phase following the (0001)
α 

|| {011}
β
; <112̅0>

α 
|| <11̅1>

β
; {11̅00}

α 
|| {121}

β 

relationship confirms that a total of 12 variants of α can form in β matrix. The possible 

nucleation sites for α could be grain boundaries (GBs), αʺ phase, ω phase, or dislocations [32]. 
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Several types of α phase, depending on their nucleation sites, such as GB (or allotrimorph), 

intergranular (or Widmanstatten) and intragranular α were already discussed in section 2.2.1.1. 

 This dissertation is focused on ω transformation of β-Ti alloys, but one motivation is the 

potential function of ω phase on α formation. Fine-scale α engineering is feasible via ω presence. 

Some studies revealed that ω particles acted as an heterogenous nucleation sites for α 

transformation [33-38]. Recently, few studies discussed the indirect effect of ω phase on 

morphology of α phase [39-40]. Therefore, to achieve a desirable microstructure, the mechanism 

of α transformation should be understood carefully. 

2.3.2  Phase Separation of β → β + β′ 

 Section 2.2.2.2 introduced β' phase, which may occur in an alloy with high solute content. 

Phase separation can take place via two different mechanisms; nucleation and growth or spinodal 

decomposition. If the composition range is outside the chemical spinodal curve but within the 

miscibility gap, nucleation and growth will occur. However, inside chemical spinodal curve, the 

β' phase forms via compositional fluctuations in parent β phase [41]. (See the schematic in 

Figure 2.10 for clarification of miscibility gap.) Notice that at temperature T2, a Ti-alloy 

containing X1 to X2 solute content will go through phase separation. On the other hand, the 

points at which ∂2G/∂X2 = 0 are the transitions points. In other words, where ∂2G/∂X2
 <0, 

transformation is based on spinodal decomposition; instead, where ∂2G/∂X2 >0, the mechanism is 

classical nucleation and growth of β' phase.  

2.3.3 Shear Transformation of β → α′/ α′′ 

 Martensitic phases can nucleate in dilute solutes under rapid quenching (to a temperature 

below Ms(α') or Ms(αʺ)). The transformation may also occur above Ms (Martensite start 
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temperature) when stress applied is sufficient to drive the martensitic transformation. The 

product will have the same composition as the parent phase due to the diffusionless mechanism 

of martensitic transformations [2, 42, 43].  

 

 

Figure 2.10. (a) A portion of phase diagram showing the miscibility gap and the chemical 

spinodal curve with dashed curve, (b) the energy curve at T2 temperature [41]. 

 

Martensitic transformations are based on military-like movements of atoms, and are 

categorized as a displacive transformation. Atomic displacement happens in a coordinated 

fashion while the transformed phase maintains interfacial coherency with the matrix. Similar to 

other transformations, there is an OR between martensitic phase and β structure. Martensite 

formation leads to 10% contraction in parent phase along [100]β. The Burgers OR between α' 
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and β phase follows [0001]α' || (011)β  and <112̅0>α′ || <111>β. On the other hand, αʺ and β OR 

would be [001]αʺ || [100]β, [010]αʺ || [110] β, and [100]αʺ || [11̅0] β. Typical microstructures 

containing martensite phase in Ti-alloy are shown in Figure 2.11 [44]. 

 

Figure 2.11 Martensite formation in Ti-Mo alloys revealing (a) α' phase, (b) αʺ phase [44]. 

 

2.3.4  Shuffle Transformation β → ω  

Section 2.2.2.3 provided a basic introduction of ω phase. Conventionally, ω is a transition 

phase during β→α transformation. Apart from its significant influence on mechanical behavior of 

alloys, the complex nature of the ω transformation has interested researchers over past decades. 

The mechanism of ω formation is via a displacive shuffle transformation, associated with {222}β 

plane collapse [10,46]. Using harmonic lattice theory, the mechanism of ω transformation was 

initially explained by De Fontain [47]. Later on, some modifications were applied to the 

theoretical model [48-50]. A 2/3<111> longitudinal displacement wave was shown to lead to β to 

ω transformation. The structure of ω phase was investigated in detail by high resolution 

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) [51-55, 17]. 
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Depending on the type of collapse, the ω crystal structure can be either hexagonal (full 

collapse) or trigonal (partial collapse). Compositional and structural instabilities of β phase lead 

to ω formation in Ti-Mo system [17]. Although much research has focused on probing athermal 

and isothermal ω transformation, elemental partitioning in different systems, the effect of 

athermal ω on isothermal ω formation, and the transition from athermal ω to isothermal ω are 

less understood. Careful compositional studies can provide details about the mechanism of 

transformation if it is based on phase separation, classical or non-classical nucleation and 

growth. Moreover, the potential role of isothermal ω phase on α formation should be studied 

further.  

2.4  β-Ti Alloys 

 β-Ti alloy contains sufficient β-stabilizer alloying elements that allow the alloy to retain β 

phase after quenching from high temperature (above β-transus) to room temperature [1-3]. β-Ti 

alloys have some aerospace and biomedical applications. These alloys exhibit high forgeability, 

and can be deformed at relatively low temperatures due to their high ductility. In addition, high 

hardenability via nucleation of fine-scale α is another characteristic of these alloys. The high 

yield stress and high fracture toughness of β- Ti alloys make them good candidates for airframe 

production. Additionally, low elastic modulus, high strength, and good corrosion and wear 

resistance are criteria for implant applications. The nucleation of α phase would tailor such 

mechanical properties of β-Ti alloys as strength, toughness and fatigue resistance. The 

transformation can be controlled via the nature of alloying elements and applied thermos-

mechanical processing (TMP). The lower β- transus of β-Ti alloys compared to α and α+β alloys 

reduces the TMP temperature. β- Ti alloys used commercially in the aerospace industry include 

β-21S (Ti-15Mo-3Nb-3Al-0.2Si), Ti-5553 (Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr), Ti-15-3 (Ti-15V-3Cr-3Sn-
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3Al), β-C (Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr), and Ti-10-2-3(Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al) [56]. Commercial β-Ti 

alloys for biomedical applications include Ti-15Mo, TNZT, TNTZ, gum metals, and TMZ alloys 

[57-62].  This dissertation addresses binary β-Ti alloys (Ti-12Mo, Ti-15Mo and Ti-20V), as well 

as TNZT (Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta) and TNTZ (Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr-xO) complex biomedical alloys. 

 

2.5  The Effect of Interstitial Elements on Microstructure and Mechanical Behavior of Ti-

alloys 

Similar to other alloying elements, the importance of interstitial atoms on microstructure 

and mechanical properties of Ti-alloys must also be realized. Interstitial elements such as O, N, 

C and B act as α- stabilizing elements and can influence the microstructure of Ti-alloys. N. Wain 

et al. (2010) observed that the addition of 0.05 wt.% C to Ti-5333 which is a β-Ti alloy, refined α 

precipitation [63]. In addition, besides ω particles, carbon clusters acted as a nucleation site for α 

phase [64]. Similarly, B addition indicated microstructure refinement and improved tensile 

behavior of Ti-0.5Si-B alloy by forming TiB particles [65]. 

Oxygen (O) occupies interstitial sites such as octahedral or tetrahedral locations in the 

HCP crystal structure. Oxygen solubility in Ti is known to be very high up to 30 at.%. Oxygen 

ingress in Ti alloy can significantly embrittle the material (reduced ductility), but can increase 

strength, wear resistance, and high cycle fatigue resistance of Ti-alloys [66-67,73-74]. 

Nevertheless, a low concentration of oxygen could be intentionally added to Ti-alloys to increase 

alloy strength of the alloy via solid solution strengthening [1]. The interaction of oxygen with 

screw dislocation core could be the reason for increased strength [68]. For instance, typical 

biomedical gum-metals (Ti–23Nb–0.7Ta–2.0Zr–1.2O and Ti–36Nb–2Ta–3Zr–0.3O) contain 

some amount of oxygen concentration to improve properties. 
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Another aspect of this work considers the effect of oxygen interstitial element on ω 

transformation in β- Ti alloys. Many studies addressed the influence of oxygen on mechanical 

properties. However, the influence of oxygen on phase transformations in Ti-alloys is fully 

understood [60]. Oxygen clustering in alloys containing high oxygen content was observed to act 

as a nucleation site for α formation [69,70]. The segregation of interstitial oxygen atoms might 

promote precipitation free zone, grain boundary and Widmanstätten α phase in TNZT alloy [72]. 

Traditionally, oxygen restricts atomic motions and interferes with {111} plane collapse and 

suppresses ω transformation upon quenching [21,71]. In fact, oxygen has also been known to 

affect aging behavior of the alloys [60]. M. Tane et al. suggested that the low elastic modulus in 

metal-gums is due to oxygen hindering metastable αʺ and ω formation. A full understanding of 

the effect of oxygen on isothermal ω transformation is still lacking. This dissertation reports on 

the evolution of oxygen content in ω phase during aging in some β- Ti alloys. Furthermore, the 

influence of oxygen on ω transformation in TNTZ alloys are discussed. Observations will be 

explained in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 

 

This chapter explains alloy processing technique, heat-treatment equipment, sample preparation 

methods, and characterization tools that were used for this research. 

3.1 Processing of β-Ti alloys 

3.1.1 Arc-melting 

For processing Ti-12(wt.%)Mo and Ti-20(wt.%)V binary alloys, an Arcast™   200 

Vacuum Arc Melter was used. A copper (Cu) crucible that is continuously water-cooled during 

the process ensures rapid solidification. A turbo molecular pump creates a vacuum of around 3 × 

10-4 torr inside the melting chamber. Upon reaching an ideal vacuum, the turbo pump is shut off 

and chamber subsequently filled with argon to 10-1 torr before melting. A consumable tungsten 

(W) electrode strikes an arc to melt the metals. 

High purity compressed metal powders or metal pellets were used for alloy processing. 

30 gram of alloy were melted using high purity Ti sponge and Mo and V pellets from Alfa 

Aesar. Prior to melting, the Ti sponge was compressed to avoid unwanted dispersion in the 

plasma arc preventing weight loss or compositional alteration. After processing was completed, 

the chamber was filled with argon (Ar) to reach ambient pressure. Then, when the alloy was 

cooled, it was inverted and remelted 4-5 more times to obtain a homogeneous composition. 

3.1.2 Processing Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr-xO Alloys  

Two multi-component Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr-xO (all in wt.%) containing 0.1 wt.% and 0.4 

wt.% O were melted and provided by our collaborators from the Institute for Materials Research 

at Tohoku University. The alloys are referred to as TNTZ-0.1O and TNTZ-0.4O in this 
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dissertation. The oxygen concentration was carefully controlled by adding TiO2 during ingot 

processing [1]. The ingots were hot-forged to form a cylindrical bar of 20 mm diameter.  

3.1.3 As-received Commercial Alloys 

Two commercial biomedical alloys, Ti-15(wt.%)Mo and Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta (all in wt.%), 

were studied. The binary Ti-15Mo alloy was provided by ATI, and the Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta was 

received from TIMET. 

3.2 Wire Electric Discharge Machine (EDM) and Diamond Saw 

A Mitsubishi FX 10 Wire Electric Discharge Machine (EDM) was used to cut the 

samples into desired shapes and dimensions before heat-treatment. The strong electric field 

between a very thin brass wire (0.15 mm diameter) and the work piece cuts through the sample.  

The geometry of cut was based on the program that was written for the CNC machine. The arc-

melted Ti-20V alloy was cut into cylinders with diameter of 5 mm and length 13 mm using EDM 

to be further heat-treated in a dilatometer instrument.  

For the samples that did not require a certain dimension or geometry, a Techcut4™ 

diamond saw from Allied High Tech Products Inc. was used to cut the alloy into small coupons.  

3.3 Heat Treatments 

3.3.1 Heat Treatment Furnaces 

Solution heat treatment of the alloys took place in a Thermcraft tube furnace with argon 

(Ar) gas flow for 30 mins before and during homogenization.  All alloys were subjected to 

solution-treatment at a temperature above the β-transus temperature, followed by water 

quenching. Table 3.1 lists all β-solutionizing temperatures and heat-treatment durations for 

different alloys.  
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Prior to the homogenizing treatment, Ti-12Mo, Ti-20V and commercial Ti-35Nb-7Zr-

5Ta (TNTZ) alloys were wrapped in a pure Ti foil (99.7% purity) with a few Ti sponges placed 

around the sample to reduce surface oxidation. When the temperature inside the tube furnace 

(thermocouple reading) reached the desired temperature, the samples were placed in the middle 

of the tube and the end was closed by a ceramic cup to avoid air flow in the furnace. The Ti-

15Mo sample was encapsulated in a quartz tube which was vacuumed and back-filled with Ar 

gas to minimize the oxygen ingress inside the alloy during a prolonged heat-treatment (2 hrs) at 

high temperature (925oC). Moreover, the Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr-xO alloys were solution-treated in 

a vacuum furnace for 1 hr .  

 

Table 3.1. Solution heat-treatment conditions (above β-transus temperature) for different alloys 

 

Alloy (wt.%) Temperature (oC) Time (hr) 

Ti–12Mo 900 0.5 

Ti-15Mo 925 2 

Ti-20V 900 0.5 

Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta 850 0.5 

Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr-0.1O 790 1 

Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr-0.4O 820 1 

 

Aging heat-treatments of the specimens took place in a closed box furnace. Again, the 

samples were wrapped in a Ti foil to reduce oxygen diffusion. They were then placed in the 

furnace after the temperature had reached the desired value and was stable. So, the alloys were 

expected to acquire their natural heating rates. A schematic of heat-treatment sequences is 

sketched in Figure 3.1. The annealing temperatures and durations used for this work are listed in 

Table 3.2. The aging temperatures were selected based on the ω solvus.  
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Table 3.2. The aging heat-treatment conditions for different alloys 

Alloy (wt.%) Temperature (oC) Time (h) 

Ti–12Mo 475 1/6, 0.5, 48 

Ti-15Mo 350, 400 2, 24, 100 

Ti-20V 300; 375 1/60, 1/6, 1, 64, 246; 15, 50 

Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta 400 2, 6, 24, 48 

Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr-0.1O 300 + 450 72 + 24 

Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr-0.4O 300 + 450 72 + 24 

 

 

Figure 3.1. The schematic of heat-treatments of alloys including β-solution treatment 

followed by water-quenching to room temperature, and subsequent aging at intermediate 

temperatures followed by water-quenching. The samples experienced their natural heating 

rates. 
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3.3.2 Dilatometer 

Four Ti-20V samples were cut in cylindrical shapes with diameters of 5 mm and lengths 

of 13 mm. Their solutionizing and annealing heat treatments were performed using LINSEIS 

RITA L78 Quenching Dilatometer in a helium (He) environment. Helium gas was used to 

quench the sample to room temperature.  Heating and cooling rates were both as fast as 

100oC/sec. The specimens were homogenized at 900oC for 30 mins followed by rapid quenching 

(100oC/sec). One β-solutionized sample was used to investigate the ω transformation in the Ti-

20V system at quenched condition. The remaining three samples were subsequently annealed at 

300oC for 1 min, 10 mins, 1 hr, and then rapidly quenched. The short aging durations (i.e., 1min) 

required use of the dilatometer to better control heat-treatment conditions.  

3.4 Conventional Mechanical Polishing and Sample Preparation 

 All heat-treated specimens were prepared for further characterization using standard 

metallographic procedures. The cut samples were mounted in a conductive mount using a 

Beuhler simplimet® 1000 mounting machine. Afterwards, the samples were mechanically 

polished using 120, 240, 400, 600, 800, and 1200 grit SiC abrasive papers. For final polishing, 

0.04 microns colloidal silica suspension and polishing cloth were used. Next, the samples were 

cleaned in an ultrasonicator prior to using microscopes. The cleaning sequence included acetone, 

distilled water+soap, distilled water, ethanol, and methanol. Then, the samples were rinsed with 

ethanol and quickly dried with compressed air.  
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3.5 Conventional TEM Sample Preparation 

 TEM sample preparation of some samples was done via a conventional method which 

generally provides a large area for TEM characterization compared to FIB method (which will be 

explained in next section). Another advantage of the conventional method features a thinner area 

with less ion damage since operating voltage during ion milling is lower than FIB. However, it is 

a time-consuming method, and is not appropriate for site-specific or cross-sectional sample 

preparation. 

 First, a diamond saw was used to cut a thin slice (~1 mm thick) of the alloy. The area of 

the initially cut sample should be greater than 3mm× 3mm. Next, both sides of the slice were 

polished down to ~100μm thickness using 400, 600, 800, 1200 grit SiC papers. The 3 mm disks 

were punched using a disk punch. Next, ~ 35μm of the material from both sides were removed 

using a dimple grinder and 1μm diamond paste as a lubricant. When sample thickness reached 

almost 30μm, a Gatan 691 Precision Ion Polishing system was used to thin the sample. Operating 

voltage was 4.5 kV with a precision angle of 3o during milling.  

3.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Focused Ion Beam (FIB) 

A FEI Nova 230 scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a field emission gun (FEG) 

was used for microstructural and some compositional analysis. The instrument is equipped with 

solid state backscatter electron detector (BSED). SEM imaging of the microstructures confirmed 

that only β phase was present in the alloys after solution treatments (No grain boundary or 

intergranular α phase remained). In Chapter 6, SEM was used to image the fine microstructure of 

TNZT alloy aged at 400oC for 48 hrs. Furthermore, Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) with 

a SiLi detector effectively examined the compositions and homogeneity of arc-melted alloys. 

EDAX Genesis software package enabled elemental quantifications.  
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 A FEI DualBeam™ (FIB/SEM) Nova 200NanoLab with FEG source was chosen to 

prepare most TEM and all APT samples. The instrument has a Ga ion beam source for milling, 

an Omniprobe Autoprobe and gas injection system (GIS) to deposit Pt. The Ga ion source is at 

angle of 52o with electron source. The procedures for TEM sample preparation are shown in 

Figure 3.2. TEM sample preparation was done as follows.  

1. Deposit 2μm Pt on the region of interest.  

2. Mill the material adjacent to the Pt bar including the sides and an under-cut using 30kV 

voltage. 

3. Use the Omniprobe to lift-out the foil and transfer it to a Cu grid.   

4. Then, after attaching the foil to the grid, ion mill on both sides to thin the foil. Start with 

30kV and then final-thin at 5kV to obtain an electron transparent thin foil. 
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Figure 3.2. TEM sample preparation using FIB microscope showing the steps from (a) to (f). 

 

 Next, all APT sample preparations were done using FIB. For each heat-treatment 

condition, 8 tips were prepared for APT characterization. The quality of sample preparation 

affects the success rate of APT runs. Several millions of ions can be detected during an atom 

probe run depending on sample condition and evaporation rate. Since the tip may fracture during 

the test, several samples of the same condition should be carefully prepared for APT analysis. 

The samples should become a sharp needle with tip diameter less than 50 nm and depth more 
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than 1 μm. The procedure is shown in Figure 3.3(a-f). Preparation started with milling a foil at 

22o tilt, then the Omniprobe transferred it to a flat top silicon microtip (Figure 3.3c). The free end 

of the foil was placed on the microtip and sliced from the other end. Platinum was deposited on 

both sides of the sample to secure the position (Figure 3.3e). Using annular milling, sharp tip 

needles were shaped with diameters less than 50 nm (Figure 3.3f). 

3.7 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

 For all alloys studied, an FEI™ Tecnai G2 F20 transmission electron microscope (TEM) 

with a Schottky field-emission gun operating at 200 kV was used to record selected area 

diffraction patterns (SADP), bright-field and dark-field images. In addition, scanning 

transmission electron microscopy (STEM) analysis was conducted to investigate microstructure 

of some samples. A high angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector was used for STEM 

imaging. 
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Figure 3.3. APT sample preparation procedure from (a) to (f) using FIB 

 

3.8 Three Dimensional Atom Probe Tomography (APT) 

Atom probe tomography (APT) provides the opportunity to precisely determine atoms 

positions in a material and to visualize it three-dimensionally [2]. This technique is useful for 

probing a small volume and determining accurate local compositions. This method has been used 

to quantify the composition, size and morphology of precipitates as well as elemental 

partitioning during different stages of phase transformation. 
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Atom probe is a field ion microscope with a mass spectrometer to distinguish the emitted 

atoms. To increase the efficiency of detecting the evaporated atoms, a single atom detector was 

used. The measured mass-to-charge ratio can provide good information about the nature of 

atoms. The following equation can be obtained when we equate the potential energy of an ion 

before evaporation to kinetic energy of the ion as it reaches the detector. 

m

n
=  constant V

t2

d2
 , 

where m, n, t, d, V and constant are the ion mass, number of removed electrons, flight time of 

ion, flight distance from specimen to single atom detector, total voltage applied to sample, and 

0.1929796, respectively.  

[atomic mass]

[constant]
= [constant][kV]

[nsec]2

[mm]2
. 

To determine the composition of a selected volume, the number of ions coming from each 

species to the total number of detected ions will be calculated using 

Ci =  
ni

nt
 , 

where Ci, ni, nt are concentration of element, number of ions of element i, and total number of 

ions, respectively. When several layers of atoms are evaporated during the process, a volume of 

material can be ionized using the large number of ions that are collected. This volume is defined 

as a truncated cone due to the needle-shaped sample. The flight time from specimen to detector 

can be used to calculate the mass-to-charge ratio. The evaporation sequence refers to the depth of 

scan, and it gives the opportunity to reconstruct the microstructure three dimensionally [2]. As an 

example, a mass spectrum shown in Figure 3.4a reveals the 15-51 mass-to-charge ratio region in 
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logarithmic scale from the Ti-12wt.% Mo system (Chapter 4). On this spectrum, the Ti, Mo and 

TiO peaks which were ranged for compositional analysis are labeled. Due to the high tendency 

of Ti to react with oxygen atoms, there is no pure oxygen peak at 16 mass-to-charge position in 

this case. The TiO peaks in this alloy are labeled in Figure 3.4b showing with red arrows. One 

(TiO)+2 peak at 32 has an overlap with Mo+3 peaks, so it was proportionally ranged for both Mo 

and TiO in this analysis (Figure 3.4b). Then, the TiO would be decomposed to Ti and O atoms 

by IVAS software. 

 Generally, in 3D atom probe, the dimension of scanned volume is 10-20nm × 10-20 nm in 

area and 100-250nm in depth and this volume provides 105 to 106 analyzed atoms. The time 

required to run the experiment and accumulate the data from this volume might be 20 hrs or 

more. The raw data will then be used to reconstruct and analyze the structure by computer 

software. 

For work reported in this dissertation, we used a Local Electrode Atom Probe (Cameca 

LEAP 3000X HR) to study 3D morphology of ω phase and compositional evolutions during 

aging. The needle tips were cryogenically cooled to 60-80 K and placed in front of the local 

electrode. Ion evaporation was triggered by applied voltage with target evaporation of 0.5-0.8%, 

and pulse fraction of 10% of the steady state applied voltage. The data were then reconstructed 

and post-processed using IVAS™ - 3.6.12 software. 
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Figure 3.4. An example of mass spectrum in Ti-12wt.%Mo from APT raw data showing (a) the 

spectrum from 15-51 mass-to-charge ratio in logarithmic scale (the Ti, Mo and TiO are 

labeled), (b) the spectrum from 30-33.5 range showing the oxygen peaks that were used for 

compositional analysis. Note there is an overlap at 32 between TiO and Mo+3. 
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3.9 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) at Advanced Photon Source 

For some alloys, X-ray diffraction was used for phase identification and lattice parameter 

calculations. The high energy synchrotron x-ray diffraction facilities in the Advanced Photon 

Source (APS) at Argonne National laboratory (ANL) was used. Before data collection, a 

CeO2 standard (NIST diffraction intensity standard set: 674a) was used to calibrate the distance 

from sample to detector. The experiments were performed on the 11-IDC beam-line with 

wavelength of 0.117418 Å (106 keV) or 0.11165 Å (111 KeV). The scattered radiation was 

collected on a Perkin Elmer 2D detector system. Finally, the 2D diffraction results were 

integrated and converted to an intensity versus 2θ plot using the program Fit-2D [3].  

3.10 Micro-hardness Test 

Vickers micro-hardness values of some conditions were measured using either a 

Shimadzu HMV-S or a Shimadzu DUH-211S micro-hardness tester. The applied load used by 

HMV-S indenter was 9.807 N with a holding time of 10 secs. On the other hand, a load of 500 

mN and indentation time of 10 secs were used by DUH-211S tester. The loads made a micro-

indentation with a four-sided pyramid Vickers tip. 

3.11 PANDATTM Software 

PANDATTM 8 software (2008), from CompuTherm LLC, is an integrated computational 

tool to calculate phase diagram and to simulate materials properties [4]. Using PanEngine, Gibbs 

free energy of every phase can be calculated applying specific thermodynamics parameters. 

These parameters are used to fit the experimental data to fit the simulated models. The database 

that was used in this dissertation was PanTitanium, and the parameters were taken from the 

Scientific Group Thermodata Europe (SGTE) compilation by Dinsdale [5]. 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiks_bj4IXQAhWK5YMKHakIAtUQFggeMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.computherm.com%2Findex.php%3Froute%3Dproduct%2Fcategory%26path%3D71&usg=AFQjCNEHBF-tIHexEb9HxuyyY_ewro4pRg&sig2=X-wuKhPQg4o9N_rUTsixMw
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 In this dissertation, a 1D line calculation was used in Chapter 6 to plot the phase fraction 

versus temperature. Driving force of α phase follows the following equation: 

𝐷𝐹 (𝛼) =  − min[ 𝐺𝛼(𝑥∗)-𝐺𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒(𝑥∗)] 

G(x) is the Gibbs free energy versus composition. As an example, a schematic of Gibbs free 

energy versus composition in Nb-Si system at 1000 K is shown in Figure 3.5 [6]. The activity of 

phase α would follow: 

𝑎𝑐𝑡(𝛼) = exp (
𝐷𝐹(𝛼)

𝑅𝑇
). 

 

 

Figure 3.5.  Gibbs free energy for Nb-Si system showing liquid energy curve and equilibrium 

tangent plane of Nb5Si3+NbSi2 at 1000 K [6]. 
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CHAPTER 4 

OMEGA FORMATION IN Ti-Mo BINARY SYSTEMS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter reports the evolution of the ω phase, compositional variations during aging, 

and the effect of alloying concentrations on ω transformation in two Ti-Mo binary systems. In 

fact, Ti-Mo is known to be a low-misfit alloy, meaning the lattice misfit strains between ω and 

BCC-Ti (β) is lower than high misfit systems like Ti-V alloys[1]. Consequently, ω/β interfacial 

energy dominates over their elastic strain energy and the ω precipitates in Ti-Mo acquire an 

ellipsoidal morphology [1]. The alloys selected for this investigation are Ti-12Mo (wt.%) and Ti-

15Mo (wt.%) which will be discussed in separate sections. Note that Ti-15Mo is a commercial 

biomedical alloy. 

Solute concentration has an important influence on ω transformation in Ti- alloys [1-4]. 

In fact, athermal or isothermal ω phases can form in a narrow region in the phase diagram. Some 

works reported on different aspects of ω transformation in Ti-Mo system including mechanism 

of ω transformation as well as ω structure in quenched and aged conditions [5-6]. Additionally, 

morphology and composition of aged ω was shortly discussed for this system [7]. On the other 

hand, the isothermal ω phase has an effect on formation of a fine-scale α phase [1]. Hence, ω-

assisted α formation is helpful for engineering the mechanical properties of Ti-alloys [8]. For 

example, β- Ti alloys can acquire a reasonable combination of strength and ductility with 

appropriate choice of heat treatments involving the formation of ω precipitates and subsequent α 

formation [9-10]. Nevertheless, a systematic study on the evolution of the ω phase after 

quenching and during isothermal aging is still lacking for Ti-12Mo and Ti-15Mo alloys. The 
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goal of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive understanding of the nature of athermal and 

isothermal ω, as well as the influence of aging time, temperature and solute content on ω 

transformation in Ti-Mo systems. 

4.2 Ti- 12Mo Alloy 

This section discusses ω transformation under quenching and isothermal aging in Ti-

12wt.%Mo (or Ti-6.4 at.%Mo) binary alloy. The evolution of ω phase during annealing was 

studied by using synchrotron x-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 

atom probe tomography (APT) analyses. 

4.2.1 Athermal Omega in Quenched Condition 

 The early stage of ω formation during quenching is considered first. A 30 gram Ti-12 

wt.% Mo (or Ti-6.4 at.%Mo) alloy was arc-melted from high purity elemental powders in a 

vacuum. Afterwards, the arc-melted alloy was cut into several pieces with dimensions of around 

0.5ʺ× 0.5ʺ. One specimen was used to investigate the β-solution+quenched condition. Then, the 

sample was wrapped in Ti foil and homogenized in a tube furnace set at 900oC (above β-transus) 

under argon (Ar) flow. After 30 mins of solutionizing, the specimen was rapidly quenched in 

water. The sample was prepared for characterization. 

To identify the phases, a synchrotron x-ray diffraction experiment was carried out at 

Argonne National Laboratory using 111 KeV (λ= 0.11165 Å). The synchrotron spectrum of 

water-quenched (WQ) sample is presented in Figure 4.1. Besides the BCC structure (β), ω phase 

was also detected by x-ray diffraction. As shown in the figure, the β and ω peaks are indexed, 

and the corresponding d spacing value are shown for each peak. The d spacings (atomic spacing 

in Å) were calculated using Braggs’ law (nλ = 2d sin(θ)).  
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Figure 4.1 Synchrotron x-ray diffraction of WQ sample showing indexed peaks with the 

corresponding d spacing. 

 

 Therefore, synchrotron x-ray diffraction could confirm the presence of quenched ω. The 

calculated lattice constants from x-ray results will be presented later in this chapter. To 

understand the nature of the transformation, TEM and APT characterizations probed structural 

and compositional changes. A thin TEM foil was prepared using the dual beam FIB microscope. 

Figure 4.2a depicts the TEM selected area diffraction pattern (SADP) of the WQ sample from 

<011>β zone axis (ZA). In other words, the incident electron beam was parallel to the <011> 

direction of BCC crystal structure (β) when the diffraction pattern was captured.  
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Figure 4.2. TEM results of WQ alloy (a) SAD pattern from <011>β , (b)dark-field image from 

1/3{211̅} equivalent reflections reveal the athermal ω. 

 

 In the <011>β SAD pattern are extra reflections other than the primary β diffraction 

points. These diffraction spots are at 1/3 <211̅> and 2/3 <211̅> and are associated with the ω 

phase. Since there is no diffuse scattering and discrete ω reflections are exactly located at the 1/3 

{211̅} and 2/3 {211̅}, an ideal ω crystal structure is suggested in the quenched condition [11-15]. 

This suggests that the {222}β planes have fully collapsed and formed an ideal hexagonal 

structure [11-15]. The dark-field image in Figure 4.2b taken from 1/3{211̅} equivalent 

reflections shows a nano-scale quenched ω precipitates with a high number density. 

Then, APT was used for chemical analysis of the ω and β phases. The average 

composition was Ti-6.3 at.% Mo, based on the APT analysis. The 3D reconstruction in Figure 

4.3a shows a 10 nm slice containing Ti (blue) and Mo (red) ions. Note that Ti and Mo atoms are 

homogenously distributed in the reconstructed volume while there is no evidence of solute 

partitioning or segregation. To confirm the compositional homogeneity, the Langer-Bar-on-

Miller (LBM) model was used as a statistical theory to plot solute concentration. The binomial 
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curve is based on a random distribution frequency. The experimental frequency plot does not 

show any peak split, and it is almost overlaid on the binomial curve. This result indicates that 

there is no compositional variation within the matrix. Additionally, the cylinder with diameter 20 

nm (Figure 4.3a) was used for 1D concentration profile. The Ti content (in at.%) along the z-axis 

of the cylinder (along white arrow) is plotted in Figure 4.3c. No major variation in Ti 

composition was observed within the matrix. The fluctuations of Ti composition that are seen in 

Figure 4.3c are within the error bars. Therefore, the absence of compositional variation within 

the matrix confirms that quenched or athermal ω particles possess the same composition as the β- 

phase. The average composition of the reconstructed volume is 92.3 ± 1.3 at.% Ti and 6.9 ± 1.2 

at.% Mo, which is close to the alloy’s bulk composition. 
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Figure 4.3. APT results of WQ alloy showing (a) a reconstruction of 10 nm slice with 

homogeneous distribution of Mo (red) and Ti (blue) atoms, (b) LBM analysis of the same 

dataset (c) Ti composition along the length of the 20 nm diameter white cylinder shown in 

(a).  
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4.2.2 Omega Transformation during Isothermal Aging 

This section addresses the effect of aging time during isothermal aging on ω 

transformation. The evolution of ω phase at annealing temperature of 475oC and aging durations 

of 10 mins, 30 mins, and 48 hrs is investigated.  

4.2.2.1 Isothermal Omega after 10 mins of Aging at 475oC 

 The β-solution specimen was wrapped in Ti foil and subsequently annealed in a box 

furnace set at 475oC. After 10 mins of aging, the alloy was quenched in water. The sample was 

prepared for TEM and APT characterizations. The TEM SAD pattern from <011>β reveals two 

variants of ω structure (Figure 4.4a). The discrete or non-diffuse spots located exactly at 1/3 

{211̅} and 2/3 {211̅} indicate ideal ω structure. The dark-field image shown in Figure 4.4b was 

recorded from the 1/3 {211̅} reflection and is highlighted by a red circle in Figure 4.4a. The 

ellipsoidal isothermal ω particles can be observed with diagonal dimension of 15-25 nm.  

 The APT was used for chemical analysis and 3D visualization of ω precipitates. The 

average composition of the tip was Ti-6.4 at.% Mo. First, a 10 nm slice of the reconstructed 

volume displays the distribution of Mo ions in red (Figure 4.5a). Note the Mo depleted regions 

have ellipsoidal morphologies. In fact, the Mo lean regions are isothermal ω precipitates. In a 3D 

reconstruction shown in Figure 4.5b, ω precipitates are delineated with 95 at.%-Ti 

isoconcentration surfaces (iso-surfaces). The morphology, size and number density of ω 

precipitates from APT results are in agreement with our TEM results.  
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Figure 4.4. TEM results from 10 mins aged sample showing (a) <011>β SAD pattern (b) 

dark-field image of the highlighted reflection. 

 

 To quantify Mo partitioning across the β/ω interface, a proximity histogram, also called 

proxigram, was calculated [10,11]. By selecting ω particles (isosurfaces) that lie fully inside the 

reconstructed tip, an average histogram as plotted in Figure 4.5c presenting the Mo variation 

across the β/ω interface. The Ti concentration profile is not shown here since it has an opposite 

trend of solute profile. It is apparent that ω is depleted in Mo while β is rich in solute. Therefore, 

isothermal aging resulted in rejection of the solute from the ω structure into the matrix. On the 

other hand, a hump can be seen close to the interface in the β region. The Mo content as high as 

11.4 ± 0.1 at.%. could be related to Mo pile-up at the interface due to a slow kinetics and short 

aging times. In other words, Mo atoms diffused a short distance and gathered close to the 

interface when quenched to room temperature. 
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Figure 4.5. APT results after10 mins aging (a) 10 nm slice with Mo ions in red, (b) a 3D 

reconstruction showing Ti-95at.% iso-surface with Mo ions, (c) average proxigram showing 

Mo concentration across β/ω interface. 

 

Since all the ω precipitates are in close proximity to each other, the proximity histogram 

(Figure 4.5) can reliably measure Mo concentration close to the β/ω interface [10,11]. Thus, the 

proximity histogram showed that β region near the ω precipitates are enriched to ~11 at% Mo, 

with the isothermal ω concentration being 2.01 ± 0.2 at.% Mo. 
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4.2.2.2 Isothermal Omega after 30 mins of Aging at 475oC 

Next, slightly increasing the aging duration enhanced the study of the evolution of ω 

phase. Likewise, the WQ alloy was wrapped in Ti foil and aged at 475oC in a box furnace 

followed by water-quenching. For this condition, synchrotron x-ray diffraction, TEM and APT 

techniques were used. 

The spectrum in Figure 4.6 reveals synchrotron x-ray diffraction results from the 30 mins 

aged alloy. Clearly, the ω peaks can be observed along with BCC diffraction. The intensity of ω 

peaks seems to be higher compared to the WQ condition. This could be related to a higher 

volume fraction of ω phase at this condition. The peaks are indexed, and the calculated d spacing 

are shown in Figure 4.6. The calculated lattice parameters of ω and β structures will be presented 

in the Discussion. 

Additionally, the TEM was used for structural and morphological analysis. The SAD 

pattern from <011>β zone-axis reveals clear ω reflections (Figure 4.7a). The dark-field image 

(from the circled spot in 4.7a) displays one variant of ω precipitates. There are particles with size 

of 30-45 nm with ellipsoidal shapes. Compared to 10 mins of aging, the isothermal ω particles 

grew in size. This could be related to subsequent rejection of solute. 

To understand the mechanism of the transformation, an APT experiment was performed. 

The 10 nm slice of a reconstructed tip containing the Mo ions is shown in Figure 4.8a. The Mo 

depleted zones are related to the presence of the ω phase. In addition, a 3D reconstruction 

presents 95 at.% Ti iso-surfaces with Ti rich (blue) ω precipitates and red Mo ions.  
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Figure 4.6. Synchrotron x-ray diffraction of 30 mins aged condition showing indexed peaks 

with the corresponding d spacing. 

 

 

Figure 4.7. TEM results from 30 mins aged sample showing (a) <011>β SAD pattern, (b) 

dark-field image of the highlighted reflection 
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 Based on the average proxigram, the Mo-rich and Mo-lean sites are associated with β and 

ω phases, respectively. In this plot, the concentration peak near the interface in β zone implies 

that insufficient time was given to Mo atoms to diffuse into the matrix, and they are piled up by 

the interface. The Mo concentration at this location went as high as 12.5 ± 0.1 at.% which is 

slightly higher than the maximum pile-up after 10 mins aging while the ω concentration 

remained unchanged. The Mo concentrations of β and ω phases are estimated to be 8.1 ± 0.3 

at.% and 2.1 ± 0.1 at.%.  

 

 

Figure 4.8. APT results after 30 mins of aging (a) 10 nm slice with Mo ions in red, (b) a 3D 

reconstruction showing Ti-95at.% iso-surface with Mo ions, (c) average proxigram showing 

Mo concentration across β/ω interface. 
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4.2.2.3 Isothermal Omega after 48 hrs of Aging at 475oC 

 An interesting study at this point would be investigating the ω phase after longer aging. 

So, 48 hrs of aging at 475oC was considered for this alloy. Similar to previous conditions, the 

WQ sample was wrapped in Ti foil and aged at 475oC for 48 hrs in a box furnace, then 

immediately quenched in water. The Vickers microhardness of the alloy after heat-treatment was 

measured to be 529 ± 26 HV (averaging 7-8 measurements).  

 The synchrotron x-ray diffraction result is shown in Figure 4.9. The β and ω structures 

were both detected in the alloy. An accurate phase quantification is not feasible using these x-ray 

datasets since there could be large grain sizes and possible texturing issues. However, lattice 

constants are calculated and will be discussed shortly.  Moreover, TEM <011>β SAD pattern, as 

well as a dark-field image are summarized in Figure 4.10. The large isothermal ω particles 

exhibit ellipsoidal morphologies with sizes in the range of 70-140 nm, and growth in ω 

dimensions is significant compared to the 30 mins aged sample. Also, the ω number density 

decreased. A chemical investigation was done using APT technique. The average composition of 

the entire volume was Ti- 6.5at.% Mo. The 10 nm slice in Figure 4.11a reveals large ω particles 

that were partially captured in the reconstructed tip because of the large size of ω particles. The 

blue and red ions represent Ti and Mo atoms. The 95 at.% Ti iso-surfaces in the 3D 

reconstruction (Figure 4.11b) also display Ti-rich ω precipitates. An average proxigram shows 

Mo concentration across the β/ω interface.  
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Figure 4.9. Synchrotron x-ray diffraction of 48 hrs aged condition showing indexed peaks 

with the corresponding d spacing. 

 

 

Figure 4.10. TEM results from 48 hrs aged sample showing (a) <011>β SAD pattern, (b) 

dark-field image of the highlighted reflection. 
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Figure 4.11. APT results after 48 hrs of aging (a) 10nm slice with Mo ions in red, (b) a 3D 

reconstruction showing Ti- 95at.% iso-surface with Mo ions, (c) average proxigram showing 

Mo concentration across β/ω interface. 

 

 Considering the proxigram in Figure 4.11c, solute pile-up near the interface is absent. 

This could be due to longer aging times, which results in atom diffusion within the matrix, and 

thus the equilibrium composition is reached. The average Mo contents of β and ω phases were 

measured 14.6 ± 0.3 at.% and 1.6 ± 0.2 at.%. Comparing this aging time with the previous 

conditions, the ω composition seems to be slightly lowered in Mo content, but this change is not 

significant. On the other hand, the composition of the β phase adjacent to the interface has 

ranged to 15 at% Mo.  
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4.3 Ti-15Mo Alloy 

This section explores the effect of solute concentration on the ω transformation. It is 

important to learn whether there is any difference in the ω characteristics between Ti-12wt.% Mo 

and Ti-15wt.% Mo with different compositions. For this purpose, Ti-15 wt.% Mo (Ti-8.1 at.% 

Mo) alloy, which is known to be a commercial biomedical alloy [16-17], was aged at 350oC for 

different aging durations (2 hrs, 24 hrs, and 100 hrs). Recently, the quenched condition in Ti-

15wt.%Mo was investigated [6], and the observation was that the athermal (as-quenched) ω 

phase was formed under different cooling rates. Also, the athermal ω structure was reported to be 

far from the ideal. They realized that the quenched ω phase was transformed via a partial plane 

collapse. The authors claimed that upon isothermal aging at 475oC, ω, α, and β coexisted while 

isothermal ω phase exhibited an ideal structure with a hexagonal symmetry. Hence, to exclude α 

formation, we investigate isothermal ω at lower aging temperature of 350oC for different 

annealing times. Afterwards, the aging temperature will be increased to 400oC for longer aging 

duration to understand whether there is any α formation at this temperature. Moreover, the 

structure and composition of the isothermal ω phase is discussed during aging. Finally, the 

Vickers microhardness of these conditions are measured. 

4.3.1 The Effect of Aging Duration on Isothermal Omega Growth 

A 5ʺ long cylindrical bar of Ti-15wt.%Mo (or Ti-8.1 at.% Mo) with diameter of 0.5ʺ was 

provided by ATI. The sample was cut and wrapped in Ti foil with a few Ti sponges to reduce 

surface oxidation. The sample was placed in a tube furnace that was already set to 925oC under 

Ar environment. During homogenization, the sample was annealed at 925oC (above the β-transus 

temperature) for 2 hrs, followed by water quenching. Then, the sample was cut into a few pieces 

for further aging heat-treatments. In this section, the WQ specimens were subsequently aged at 
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350oC for 2 hrs, 24 hrs, and 100 hrs. TEM characterization was used for all three conditions. In 

addition, the 24 hrs aged sample was investigated by APT technique for chemical analysis. 

The TEM results of 350oC aged samples are shown in Figure 4.12. The SAD patterns 

taken from <011>β zone-axis (ZA), and dark-field images are provided in one image for 

comparison. The diffraction patterns reveal that in all conditions the isothermal ω phase is 

present. The discrete ω reflections which are exactly located at 1/3<211̅> and 2/3 <211̅> 

implying ideal structure of ω phase [6]. For visual clarity, the red dashed boxes were used to 

connect the primary BCC reflections. Additionally, dark-field images display ellipsoidal ω 

precipitates that grow slightly with time. High number densities of ω particles are 

homogeneously distributed in the alloys. The dimensions of isothermal ω after 2 hrs, 24 hrs, and 

100 hrs are in ranges of 5-9 nm, 15-20 nm, and 16-32 nm, respectively.  
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Figure 4.12. TEM results from heat-treated Ti-15Mo alloys at 350oC showing (a) <011>β 

SAD pattern after 2 hrs aging, (b) dark-field image of 2 hrs aged sample. (c) 011>β SAD 

pattern after 24 hrs annealing, (d) dark-field image of 24 hrs aged condition. (e) <011>β SAD 

pattern after 100 hrs aging, (f) dark-field image of the alloy after 100 hrs of aging. 
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Next, APT results from the 24 hrs-aged alloy are shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14. 

The intermediate aging time (24 hrs) was representative of the 350oC aging condition to reveal 

chemical characteristics of ω and β phase. The average composition of the entire reconstructed 

volume was Ti-8.9 at.% Mo which was very close to alloy’s composition (Ti-8.1 at.% Mo). In 

Figure 4.13a, a 10 nm slice of a reconstructed volume displays Mo ions in red. Also, for the same 

dataset, 95 at.% Ti iso-surfaces in blue reveal Ti-rich ω precipitates. The 3D reconstruction of 

the tip is shown in Figure 4.13c; and a 2D compositional map in 4.13d represents the 

concentration of Mo within the selected region (dashed-box). Here, the red and blue zones are 

respectively associated with Mo-rich β phase and Mo-lean ω phase. To quantify the 

compositions, an average proxigram is calculated from 20 iso-surfaces that were not 

interconnected and were fully placed inside the reconstructed volume (Figure 4.14a). The result 

indicates Mo partitioning across the interface. In other words, ω phase rejected the solute atoms 

into β matrix. The Mo concentration of β phase adjacent to the interface is around 13.6 ± 0.2 

at.%. The equilibrium compositions of β and ω phases are estimated to be near 11.5 ± 0.2 at.% 

Mo and 1.8 ± 0.3 at.% Mo, respectively. Moreover, a cylindrical method was applied to measure 

local compositions. In Figure 4.14b, solute content is plotted along z-axis of a 3 nm diameter 

cylinder. Note that while the cylindrical profile measures local chemicals, it does not represent 

average compositional values. Based on this approach, the average Mo concentration of β phase 

was 17.9 ± 6.2 at.% and the composition of ω phase was averaged to be 2.3 ± 1.8 at.% Mo.  
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Figure 4.13. APT results of 350oC/24 hrs aged alloy. (a) 10 nm slice including red Mo ions, 

(b) 10 nm slice of the same dataset showing Ti 95 at.% iso-surfaces in blue. (c) 3D 

reconstruction of the full volume showing 95 at.% Ti iso-surfaces with Mo ions in red (d) 2D 

contour map showing Mo variations in the selected region.  
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Figure 4.14. APT results of 350oC/24 hrs aged specimen. (a) average proxigram showing Mo 

content across the β/ω interface, (b) 1D Mo concentration profile along z-axis of the 3 nm 

diameter cylinder. The red arrow shows the direction of the profile. 
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4.3.2 Influence of Aging Temperature on Isothermal Omega Phase 

 This section probes ω morphological and compositional changes at higher aging 

temperatures, whereas in the previous section, aging at 350oC up to 100 hrs was considered. 

Here, we increased the temperature to 400oC, and studied isothermal ω phase after 100 hrs of 

aging.  

 Similar to section 4.3.1, the alloy was solution-treated at 925oC for 2 hrs followed by 

water quenching. Subsequently, the WQ alloy was aged at 400oC in a box furnace for 100 hrs 

and then water-quenched. Next, a TEM sample was prepared using the conventional dimple-

grinding and ion milling method. The TEM <011>β SAD pattern, and dark-field images are 

shown in Figure 4.15. The ω1 and ω2 variants are imaged in Figure 4.15c and 4.15d, respectively. 

The range of ω particles is 35-52 nm. Compared to 350oC/100 hrs condition, the size of ω 

particles increased by 60% under 50oC higher aging temperature. Another characterization tool, 

scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM), was used to image all ω variants in one 

picture. The high-angle annular dark-field imaging (HAADF detector was used for data 

collection. In fact, STEM could image the z-contrast in the alloy. The image in Figure 4.16 

reveals darker ellipsoidal ω precipitates. Some spherical particles could be a cross-sectional view 

of ellipsoidal ω particles. 
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Figure 4.15. TEM results of 400oC/100 hrs aged alloy (a) <011>β SAD pattern showing ω1 and 

ω2 variants. (b) dark-field image of variant 1 at high magnification. (c) variant 1 dark-field 

image at slightly lower magnification than (a), (d) variant 2 dark-field image at the same 

magnification as (c). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16. STEM image of 

400
o

C/100 hrs aged specimen 

reveals all the variants of ω phase. 
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 Finally, the APT results are summarized in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18. The average 

composition of reconstructed tips was Ti-8.8 at.% Mo. The 10 nm slice with red Mo ions and 95 

at.% Ti iso-surfaces in blue are shown in Figure 4.17a and 4.17b. The 3D reconstruction in 

Figure 4.17c reveals large ellipsoidal ω precipitates rich in Ti. The 2D composition map displays 

Mo rich region in red and Mo lean zones related to ω particles. The average proxigram was 

calculated based on the selected isosurfaces which are highlighted in Figure 4.18a inset. 

Considering the concentration profile, the maximum Mo content in β phase adjacent to the 

interface is 18.8 ± 0.3 at.%.  Lastly, the average β and ω compositions are 17.0 ± 0.3 at.% Mo 

and 1.1 ± 0.1 at.% Mo. In addition, cylindrical approach (Figure 4.18b) indicated that β phase 

has 18.1 ± 4.1 at.% Mo while ω exhibits 1.00 ± 0.7 at.% Mo that are in agreement with 

proxigram calculated values.  
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Figure 4.17. APT results of 400oC/100 hrs aged alloy. (a) 10 nm slice including Mo ions (b) 

10 nm slice of the same dataset showing Ti 95 at.% isosurfaces in blue. (c) 3D reconstruction 

of the full volume showing 95 at.% Ti iso-surfaces with 10% Mo ions in red (d) 2D 

compositional map showing Mo content variations of the selected region.  
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Figure 4.18. APT results of 400oC/100 hrs aged specimen. (a) average proxigram showing Mo 

content across the β/ω interface (b) 1D Mo concentration profile along z-axis of the 5 nm 

diameter cylinder. The red arrow shows the direction of the profile. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

 In this section, we discuss results from Ti-Mo to understand ω transformation in this 

alloy. Two alloys with different compositions, Ti-12Mo and Ti-15Mo, were selected (all in 

wt.%). Starting from Ti-12Mo, ω transformation was studied in four conditions. The β-solution 

(WQ) sample was considered as the initial condition, and then isothermal aging-treatments at 

475oC for 10 mins, 30 mins and 48 hrs were applied. First, synchrotron x-ray diffraction was 
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used for phase identification and lattice parameter calculations. The x-ray results from WQ, 30 

mins and 48 hrs aged specimens were explained earlier. Clearly, ω reflections along with β peaks 

were detected in all three conditions. Here, we present calculated lattice parameters based on 

synchrotron results. Table 4.1 shows the average lattice constants of ω and β structures as 

calculated from Braggs’ law 

  nλ = 2d sin(θ). 

The peak position provides the 2θ value, and λ was 0.11165 Å for these sets of 

experiments. Therefore, d spacings as calculated from Bragg’s law and were shown in each 

spectrum in the previous section. Having the interatomic spacing, we can measure the lattice 

parameters of β and ω structures. For instance, a cubic structure has a simple relationship with d. 

 d =
a

√h2+k2+l2
 , 

where a is the lattice constant and h, k and l are Miller indices of Braggs’ plane {hkl}. 

 On the other hand, the formula for a hexagonal structure would be 

 
1

d2 =  
4

3
(

h2+kh+k2

a2 ) +
l2

c2 , 

where a and c are the lattice parameters of hexagonal structure; and h, k, and l are Miller indices 

of Bragg’s planes. 

 Hence, the lattice parameters of Ti-12Mo during isothermal annealing are calculated by 

averaging from multiple peaks and are summarized in Table 4.1. There is no significant 

difference in lattice constants between 30 mins aged and 48 hrs aged samples. There is a slight 

change in lattice parameters comparing WQ and aged conditions, that could be related to change 

in composition during aging. In fact, these values are very close to the recently reported 

synchrotron data for Ti-15Mo alloy [6]. 
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Table 4.1 β and ω lattice parameters of Ti-12wt.%Mo are calculated based on synchrotron x-ray 

diffraction results. 

Condition β ω 

 a(Å) a(Å) c(Å) c/a 

WQ (0 min) 3.255 4.644 2.800 0.603 

475
o
C / 30 mins 3.256 4.617 2.823 0.611 

475
o
C / 48 hrs 3.256 4.620 2.820 0.610 

 

Based on TEM and APT characterizations, the ω precipitates exhibited ellipsoidal shape 

in all heat-treatment conditions. The dimension of ω particles grew with aging time, and the 

values are summarized in Table 4.2. Basically, there was a high number density of quenched ω 

phase with very small dimensions (< 5 nm). Under subsequent annealing at 475oC, isothermal ω 

started to grow in size. After 48 hrs of aging, the ω number density reduced while the particles 

were as large as 140 nm. The reduction of number density is associated with precipitate 

coarsening.  Moreover, the TEM diffraction patterns suggested ideal structures for both athermal 

and isothermal ω phases. The discrete or non-diffuse ω reflections were exactly located at 1/3 

{211̅} and 2/3 {211̅}, and this evidence suggests an ideal ω structure with full collapses of {222} 

planes [6, 11-15]. In addition, APT experiments provided compositional information about ω and 

β phase. We observed elemental partitioning across the β/ω interface. Actually, Mo was rejected 

from the ω phase. Therefore, the matrix contained Mo lean (Ti rich) and Mo rich (Ti lean) 

regions that were related to ω and β phases, respectively. There was solute pile-up in the β phase 

adjacent to the β/ω interface in early stages of aging (10 mins and 30 mins). The Mo pile-up 

could be related to short-range diffusion with insufficient aging time (diffusion limit). However, 
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the composition profile of β phase was smoothened after 48 hrs of aging, and there was no 

evidence of Mo pile-up after prolonged aging (48 hrs) at 475oC.  Although there was a 

continuous increase in Mo content in β phase at β/ω interface (up to ~15 at.% Mo), the 

ellipsoidal morphology of ω phase was retained during isothermal aging. The equilibrium 

compositions of β and ω phases were averaged and are listed in Table 4.2. 

 

Table 4.2. ω evolution in Ti-12(wt.%)Mo or Ti-(6.4 at.%)Mo alloy during isothermal aging at 

475oC. 

 

Condition 

 

Morphology 

ω size 

(nm) 

ω 

(Mo at.%) 

β 

(Mo at.%) 

WQ (0 min) 
Spherical-

ellipsoidal 
< 5 6.9 ± 1.2 6.9 ± 1.2 

475oC / 10 mins ellipsoidal 15 - 25 2.01 ± 0.2 6.00 ± 0.2 

475oC / 30 mins ellipsoidal 30-45 2.1 ± 0.1 8.1 ± 0.3 

475oC / 48 hrs ellipsoidal 70-140 1.6 ± 0.2 14.6 ± 0.3 

 

 We noticed no compositional variation within the β phase in WQ condition. This 

observation suggests that athermal ω formed congruently within the parent β phase via a 

diffusionless mechanism [1-4]. The matrix composition of 6.9 ± 1.2 at.% Mo is similar to the 

bulk composition of the alloy (6.4 at% Mo). Looking into chemical evolution (Table 4.2) during 

isothermal aging reveals ω phase was depleted in Mo content down to 2.01 ± 0.2 at.% after short 

aging time (10 mins). Increasing aging duration to 30 mins did not change ω phase composition. 

In fact, the results imply that ω obtained an equilibrium composition within the first 10 mins of 

aging. Up to 48 hrs of aging, the Mo concentration decreased slightly to 1.6 ± 0.2 at%. 

Therefore, a reasonable claim is that isothermal ω has gained near-equilibrium composition in 
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early stages while it achieved equilibrium (1.6 at.%) content after longer aging duration. On the 

other hand, the solute content in β phase increased noticeably upon aging due to continuous 

rejection of Mo from ω phase.  The solute concentration from 6.9 ± 1.2 at.% Mo (WQ condition) 

increased up to 14.6 ± 0.3 at.% Mo. This indicates continuous rejection of Mo into the β matrix 

during ω growth. 

 Finally, Ti-15Mo was investigated during isothermal ω transformation. We know that ω 

phase (athermal and isothermal) can be formed in β- Ti alloys within a small range of solute 

concentration [1-4]. Therefore, our goal was to understand the ω transformation in biomedical 

Ti-15Mo alloy and explore whether there is any difference in ω characteristics between Ti-15Mo 

and Ti-12Mo. Since the unambiguous presence of quenched ω was confirmed in the same alloy 

under different cooling rates in a new study [6], we focused on the isothermal ω phase in this 

alloy. 

 As previously shown in the previous section, ellipsoidal ω precipitates formed in all 

aging conditions at 350oC (2 hrs, 24 hrs, 100 hrs). The size of ω particles grew from 9 nm during 

2 hrs aging up to 32 nm after 100 hrs aging at 350oC. The increase in aging temperature (400oC) 

resulted in precipitate coarsening. After 100 hrs aging at 400oC, the ω particles increased to 52 

nm. Comparing the ω size in Ti-15Mo alloy, a 50oC higher aging temperature (350oC vs. 400oC) 

resulted in almost 1.6 times bigger ω size after 100 hrs of annealing. In fact, aging temperature 

has a huge influence in ω transformations. Similar to Ti-12Mo, the isothermal ω structure was 

suggested to be ideal (full collapse) due to the non-diffuse nature of ω reflections located 

precisely at 1/3 {211̅} and 2/3 {211̅}. M. Sabeena, et al. (2016) confirmed the ideal structure of 

isothermal ω phase in Ti-15Mo. However, they observed a non-ideal ω structure, or partially 

collapsed planes in the quenched Ti-15Mo alloy [6]. Consequently, a reasonable conclusion is 
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that by adding more solute to the Ti-Mo system (from 12 wt.% Mo to 15 wt.% Mo), the structure 

of quenched ω changed from hexagonal to trigonal structure. The ideal crystal structure of fully 

collapsed ω is hexagonal while the partially collapsed ω has trigonal structure [1, 14-15]. 

However, during isothermal aging due to rejection of Mo from ω phase, the ω crystal structure 

could relax, and full collapse of {222} planes became feasible. It is interesting to compare our 

results with Ti-18 (wt.%)Mo that was reported in 2012. A. Devaraj, et al. reported that there 

were structural and compositional instabilities after rapid quenching [5]. Therefore, quenched ω 

possessed a non-ideal structure while full collapse occurred after isothermal aging. All in all, our 

observations suggest that the amount of β-stabilizer element in the alloy can affect athermal ω 

transformation. 

 To realize the chemical changes in Ti-15Mo at two different aging temperatures, the APT 

results are summarized in Table 4.3. The composition of the ω phase at 350oC/24 hrs condition 

was 1.8 ± 0.3 at.% Mo while an increase in both aging temperature and duration did not result in 

any major change in concentration. In fact, it reached 1.1 ± 0.1 at.% Mo, which is similar to the 

previous condition. Thus, the equilibrium composition is likely achieved within 24 hrs aging at 

350oC.  Nevertheless, the Mo content in β phase increased at higher temperatures and after 

longer aging times due to growth of ω particles and continuous rejection of solute into the 

matrix. By increasing the aging temperature and aging time (400oC/100 hrs), the Mo content in β 

phase adjacent to ω/β interface increased up to 17 at.% Mo. There was no change in morphology 

of isothermal ω phase in Ti-15Mo alloy during aging.  
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Table 4.3 ω evolution in Ti-15(wt.%)Mo or Ti-(8.1 at.%)Mo alloy during aging at 350oC and at 

400oC. 

 

Condition Morphology 
ω size 

(nm) 

ω 

(Mo at.%) 

β 

(Mo at.%) 

350oC / 2 hrs ellipsoidal 5-9 -- -- 

350oC / 24 hrs ellipsoidal 15-20 1.8 ± 0.3 11.5 ± 0.2 

350oC / 100 hrs ellipsoidal 16-32 -- -- 

400oC / 100 hrs ellipsoidal 35-52 1.1 ± 0.1 17.0 ± 0.3 

 

Ultimately, the microhardness values of aged Ti-15Mo alloys were measured using HMV 

Shimadzu Vickers micro-hardness tester. The applied load and loading time were 9.8 N and 10 

secs, respectively. The results listed in Table 4.4 show a continuous increase in Vickers 

microhardness during aging; and the reason could be directly related to growth of isothermal ω, 

which is known to be a hard phase. 

 

Table 4.4 Microhardness evolution in Ti-15(wt.%)Mo during aging at 350oC and at 400oC. 

Alloy 

(wt.%) 
Heat-treatment 

Vickers Microhardness 

(HV) 

ω size 

(nm) 

Ti-15Mo 350oC / 2 hrs 442 ± 8 5-9 

Ti-15Mo 350oC / 24 hrs 499 ± 9 15-20 

Ti-15Mo 350oC / 100 hrs 512 ± 3 16-32 

Ti-15Mo 400oC / 100 hrs 531 ± 11 35-52 
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CHAPTER 5 

CHARACTERIZATION OF OMEGA PHASE IN Ti-V BINARY ALLOYS 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter reports the morphological and compositional evolutions of ω phase in a Ti-

20 wt.%V (or Ti-19 at.%V) alloy during annealing. The effects of aging time and temperature on 

the ω phase in the Ti-V system. The Ti-V alloys are considered as a high misfit system having a 

large lattice mismatch between β and ω structures. We wish to compare the ω transformation in 

high misfit alloys with ω formation in low misfit (Ti-Mo) alloys. The correlation among the ω 

morphology, size or number density and compositional variations, if any, is investigated. 

Learning about the ω transformation in different alloys due to its significant influence on 

their mechanical properties is critical [1]. Some new studies on ω formation and its role on fine-

scale α transformation to achieve the desirable mechanical behavior such as high strength, were 

reported recently [2-9]. Therefore, a Ti-V alloy as an example of a high misfit system was 

selected for this study. Several works on ω transformation in the Ti-V based alloys have been 

published [10-30]. For instance, McCabe et al. showed the ω phase in the Ti-V system formed 

via full collapse of {222} planes [12]. Reflections at 1/3 and 2/3 <211̅>β in <011>β ZA SAD 

pattern were shown to be associated with ideal ω structure [2, 12-14]. They discussed that at 

higher V content there would be partial collapse. The main difference between low misfit alloys 

(Ti-Mo) and high misfit systems (Ti-V) is the morphology of ω phase. ω is known to exhibit 

ellipsoidal shape in low misfit system while it would have cuboidal morphology in a high misfit 

alloy [1-2,10-21]. Also, there are different proposed mechanisms of ω formation. For example, 
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by using APT, TEM and HRSTEM, Devaraj et al. showed that the phase separation in the β 

matrix is responsible for isothermal ω formation in Ti-9at.%Mo alloy [29-31]. On the other hand, 

in a report on Ti-V alloy, formation of the isothermal ω phase was not related to compositional 

fluctuation in the β phase [32]. But their study did not consider the impact of the athermal ω 

phase on isothermal ω formation since there was no evidence of athermal ω in Ti-50wt.% V [32]. 

Later on, compositional fluctuations were observed near quasi-static athermal ω that led to 

formation of isothermal ω in Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt.%) or Ti-9.3V-1.7Fe-5Al(at%) [19-20]. These 

proposals were based on TEM dark-filed imaging, and they did not measure the composition. 

During continuous cooling, some compositional fluctuations occurred prior to isothermal ω 

formation in a Ti-9.6V-4.6Cu (at%) alloy [33].   However, in their study the temperature of ω 

stability is not accurately known due to continuous cooling.  

All in all, compositional evolution during isothermal ω transformation is less understood 

since advanced techniques are required to resolve nanoscale ω particles. In a recent work, lattice 

parameters of ω and β phases in a Ti-V alloy were measured by neutron diffraction [34]. Their 

results indicate that lattice parameters depend on V concentration. Therefore, the nature of 

alloying element can greatly impact ω characteristics. Up to now, a systematic understanding of 

athermal ω characteristic, evolution of isothermal ω upon aging, and the effect of compositional 

partitioning on morphology or growth of ω are still lacking in the literature.  
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5.2 Athermal Omega Phase 

Initially, we consider the β-solution and the quenched condition. Therefore, the 

characteristics of the ω phase in this condition is investigated in this section.  

For this purpose, Ti-20 wt.%V (Ti-19 at.%V) alloy was processed using Arcast Arc 200 

arc-melter. Prior to arc-melting, 99.9% pure Ti sponge provided from Alfa-Aesar was 

compressed using a mounting machine and then mixed with 6 gram 99.7% V chips. The 30 gram 

Ti-20V was arc-melted for 5 passes to get a homogenous melt. The composition and processing 

quality (homogeneity) were confirmed using EDS and SEM characterization. 

Afterwards, the as-cast sample was cut into 1 × 1 × 1 cm coupons. One piece was used to 

study the quenched condition. To homogenize the alloy, the coupon was wrapped in a Ti foil and 

a few pieces of Ti sponge was placed inside the foil to reduce the oxidation effect. The sample 

was placed in a tube furnace maintained at 900oC. Hence, the system experienced a natural 

heating rate in the furnace. Argon gas flow inside the furnace prior to and during solutionizing 

helped to maintain an inert atmosphere. The coupon was β-solutionized (above β-transus 

temperature) at 900oC for 30 mins followed by water quenching (WQ). After the sample was 

cooled to room temperature in water, it was mounted in a conductive mount and then polished 

using standard mechanical polishing process which was explained in chapter 3. After final 

polishing, the sample was cleaned and prepared for further analysis. 

SEM did not detect any other phase besides the β- phase after quenching. The TEM 

sample was prepared using a dual-beam FIB microscope as explained in chapter 3. Afterwards, 

the FIB foil was cleaned using an Ar plasma cleaner. The TEM analysis was carried out on the 

WQ specimen, and the results are summarized as follows. The selected area diffraction pattern 

(SADP) was taken from the <011>β zone axis (ZA) of β phase (Figure 5.1a). This means that the 
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incident beam was parallel to the [011] direction of the BCC crystal structure. Besides the 

primary β reflections in this ZA, extra reflections are located at 1/3<211̅>β and 2/3 <211̅>β. The 

<211̅>β is shown in Figure 5.1a with a yellow arrow (Note that these directions are defined in 

reciprocal space.). In addition, the yellow dashed-box shows the primary β reflections, and the 

white rectangle represents ω reflections. The two different variants of ω are distinguished as ω1 

and ω2 corresponding to 1/3<211̅>β and 2/3 <211̅>β, respectively. The other faint reflections 

along [011]β and [2̅00]β (inside the solid square) are double diffractions caused by multiple 

scatterings. Based on a TEM result of [011]β SADP, the orientation relationship (OR) of ω and β 

structure could be (011)β || (21̅1̅0)ω, [2̅22̅]β || [0001]ω and are shown in Figure 5.1a. The yellow 

dashed rectangle corresponds to (011)β, and the white dashed box represents one ω variant, 

which is (21̅1̅0)ω plane. Note that (011)β and (21̅1̅0)ω planes are parallel to each other.  

On the other hand, the crystal structure of ω is known to be either hexagonal or trigonal 

depending on the nature of plane collapse. Our results suggest that quenched ω in Ti-20V alloy 

has an ideal hexagonal crystal structure. Based on TEM SADP, the ω intensity maxima are 

exactly located at 1/3<211̅>β and 2/3 <211̅>β, and they are not a diffuse scattering [1-14]. This 

concept was studied very recently using aberration-corrected High Angle Annular Dark-field 

Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (HAADF-STEM). D. Choudhuri, et al. examined 

the nature of athermal ω and reported that the quenched ω phase is formed due to full collapse of 

{222}β-type planes (unpublished work) [35]. 
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Figure 5.1. The TEM images from β-solution+ water-quenched sample showing (a) diffraction 

pattern taken from [011]β zone axis, (b) dark-field image of the selected reflection shown with 

a red circle. (c) High magnification dark-field image reveals nm-scale omega particles. 

 

The dark-field images reveal nano-meter scale spherical-like ω particles distributed 

homogenously in the sample. As shown in Figure 5.1b, a high number density of ω precipitates 

can be observed when selecting one ω variation. Here, the red circle shows the reflection that 

was chosen for the imaging. In a little higher magnification, these nano-meter ω precipitates are 

easily visible (Figure 5.1b). The alloy contains high number density of ω phase in the 5-8 nm 

range. 

3D APT was used to probe morphology and chemical composition of ω during the β→ω 

transformation. The APT conical tips were prepared from the WQ specimen using dual-beam 
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FIB microscope as described in chapter 3. First, the 3D reconstructed tip presents V ions in red 

(Figure 5.2a). There is no evidence of solute segregation or partitioning in this reconstruction. To 

investigate minor variations, a statistical Langer-Bar-on-Miller (LBM) method was used. In this 

algorithm, the frequency of distribution can be calculated by dividing the entire volume into 

sections of 100 ions. The V distribution frequency is presented in Figure 5.2b. The observed 

values are shown by solid red circles and plotted along with binomial model for random 

distribution (the black Gaussian curve).  Apparently, there is a same distribution trend in 

observed results that indicates random dispersion of V ions in the material. 

A 1D cylindrical approach for further compositional analysis was used. A cylinder with 

diameter 5 nm was placed into the matrix as shown in Figure 5.2c. The V concentration profile 

along the z-axis of the cylinder (same direction as tip axis) is shown in Figure 5.2d. The 

composition of V did not show any major variation along the analyzed distance since all 

fluctuations are within the error bars, so no solute partitioning was observed in the WQ 

specimen. 
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Figure 5.2.  The APT analysis of β-solution+WQ condition (a) 3D reconstructed volume 

presenting V ions, (b) binomial model compared with observed solute distribution, (c) a 

cylinder with 5 nm diameter used for 1D composition analysis along the z-axis shown by a 

dashed arrow, (d) 1D concentration profile of V shows no major variation in V composition 

within the sample. 
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Therefore, the nature of the quenched ω transformation is a diffusionless mechanism. 

Interestingly, the athermal ω that is formed via rapid quenching from single phase β has no 

compositional difference with the parent β phase.  The average concentration of V across the 

cylinder is 20.05± 0.74 at.%, which is the same as bulk composition of alloy. In other words, 

athermal ω formed congruently within the β matrix, as seen in Ti-Mo systems (Chapter 4). 

Ex-situ synchrotron x-ray diffraction was also used for phase identification. The 

synchrotron experiment was carried out at Argonne National Lab as previously explained in 

Chapter 3. Prior to the x-ray experiment, the material was 50% cold-rolled, recrystallized and 

homogenized, then followed with water quenching. The dimension of tested samples was 5 mm 

× 5 mm with a 0.5 mm thickness. Cold rolling optimized the grain size and reduced it to ~30 μm 

which was helpful for post-processing calculations.  The recorded diffraction pattern was plotted 

with respect to 2θ (Figure 5.3). Besides β peaks, extra peaks are associated with the ω phase. In 

the figure inset, the magnified spectrum is sketched to clarify the existence of ω peaks as pointed 

out with red triangles. The lattice parameters and volume fraction of each phase (β and ω) were 

carefully calculated using the refinement method. The applied mathematical approach and 

software package are briefly described in Chapter 3.  Table 5. 1 listed lattice constants and 

volume fractions of ω and β phases. The result indicates that the alloy contained 30% ω phase in 

the WQ condition. 
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Table 5. 1 The calculated lattice parameter and phase fraction obtained from synchrotron x-ray 

diffraction pattern of β-solution+ WQ specimen. 

Condition wt.% β wt.% ω a(β) Å a(ω) Å c(ω) Å c/a(ω) 

WQ (β+ω) 70 30 3.1785 4.4937 2.7635 0.615 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3. The synchrotron x-ray diffraction spectrum of β-solution + WQ sample showing ω 

peaks along with β structure. The inset is plotted to magnify the ω peaks.  
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5.3 Isothermal Omega Formation and the Effect of Aging Time 

 This section considers the evolution of the ω phase during thermal annealing at an 

intermediate temperature. To investigate the morphological and compositional changes of the 

isothermal ω phase, the WQ alloy was aged at 300oC for different durations starting from 1 min, 

10 mins, and 1hr up to longer aging times of 64 hrs and 256 hrs. In the following, the ω 

transformation at each aging condition is discussed individually, and the results will be compared 

later in the Discussion.  

5.3.1 Isothermal Annealing at 300oC for 1 min 

 A LINSEIS Quenching Dilatometer was used to solution-treat and age the alloy for a 

short duration (1 min aging). Using electrical discharge machining (EDM), the sample was 

machined to a cylindrical shape with a 5 mm diameter and length of 13 mm heat-treated in the 

dilatometer. First, the specimen was homogenized at 900oC for 30 mins, followed by rapid 

quenching. Subsequently, the specimen was aged at 300oC for 1 min in the same machine. After 

aging for 1 min, the sample was cooled to room temperature in a helium (He) environment. Also, 

both heating and cooling rates were as fast as 100oC/sec. After heat-treatment, the sample was 

cut from the middle, mounted, mechanically polished, and cleaned for further investigation. 

 First, TEM characterizations were performed on a thin foil prepared by the FIB 

microscope. In Figure 5.4a, the SAD pattern taken from [011]β ZA presents sharp ω reflections at 

1/3[211]β and 2/3 [211]β  along with primary β reflections. This result suggests a full collapse of 

the {222}β  plane in the isothermal ω phase after 1 min of aging. In addition, other ZA was 

captured as another example. The [113̅] ZA in Figure 5.4b confirms the presence of ω 

reflections. The two ω variants are shown in Figure 5.4. The dark-field images in Figure 5.4.c 
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and 5.4d are recorded from the corresponding ω variant which is highlighted by a red circle in 

Figure 5.4a.  The dark-field images reveal a high number density of ω particles as in the WQ 

condition. The ω precipitates exhibit ellipsoidal morphologies at very early stages of aging (1 

min), and are dispersed homogenously in the matrix with size of 7-10 nm.  

 Next, APT was used to study the compositional evolution of the isothermal ω phase. The 

average composition of reconstructed volume was Ti-19.8 at.% V which was almost the same as 

the alloy’s composition (Ti-19 at.% V). The V ions are reconstructed as seen in Figure 5.5a. 

There is no clear indication of solute segregation nor partitioning; hence, the LBM method was 

used to plot the frequency of distribution and is compared with a binomial curve in Figure 5.5b. 

The experimental points almost follow the binomial model, and this implies random distribution 

of solute (V) atoms in the system. To confirm this observation, a cylinder with diameter 10 nm 

was placed along z-axis of the tip for compositional analysis. Figure 5.5c presents both Ti (blue 

spots) and V ions (in red). The 1D concentration profile of V atoms reveals no significant change 

in V composition within the matrix. Therefore, the short aging of 1 min shows no clear evidence 

of V partitioning in isothermal ω phase.  The average V composition is 20.4 ± 2.1 at.%.  
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Figure 5.4. TEM results of 1 min aging at 300oC (a) [011]β SADP, (b) [113̅] SADP, (c) and 

(d) Dark-field images taken from the reflection shown in (a). 
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Figure 5.5.  APT 3D of 1 min aged sample (a) reconstructed volume showing V ions in red. (b) 

LBM method to show binomial vs. observed frequency distribution of V atoms. (c) The 

cylinder used for elemental profile along z axis. (d) 1D concentration profile of V in at.%.  

 

5.3.2 Isothermal Annealing at 300oC for 10 mins 

 Likewise, a 5 × 13 mm cylinder was solution-treated at 900oC for 30 mins in the 

dilatometer under the same conditions as described in section 5.3.1.  The quenched sample was 

aged at 300oC for 10 mins and then quenched using He gas. The sample was cut from the middle, 

mounted, polished, and cleaned for TEM and APT characterizations. The TEM SADPs and dark-

field images of the ω phase are presented in Figure 5.6a-d. The morphology of isothermal ω at 
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this stage appears to be ellipsoidal. The size of ω precipitates is in the 8-10 nm range. So, no 

major growth in ω size occurred during the first 10 mins of annealing.  

 Figure 5.7 presents 3D APT data for the 10 mins aged condition. The average 

composition of entire volume was measured by APT and it was Ti-20at.% V which was close to 

the alloy’s composition (Ti-19at.% V). The reconstructed volume shows 82 at.% Ti iso-

concentration surface (iso-surface) depleted V regions (or Ti rich surface) delineated by blue. 

Additionally, 10% of V ions in red dots are shown in the background of Figure 5.7a. A 

proxigram was used to quantify compositional partitioning. The proximity histogram 

(proxigram) presents a concentration profile as a function of distance across the β/ω interface. 

An average proxigram was calculated from several selected iso-surfaces (Figure 5.7b).  The plot 

confirms clear partitioning of solute between β and ω phases. We can notice that the ω phase is 

depleted of V. In other words, ω is rich in Ti, and it rejects solute to the β matrix during 

annealing. To measure the composition of the ω and β phases, the average value of the plateau 

part of proxigram was calculated. V concentrations in β and ω phase are 21.0 ± 0.3 at.% and 5.6 

± 1.2 at.%, respectively. 
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Figure 5.6. TEM results of 10 mins aging at 300oC (a) [011]β  SAD pattern, (b) [113̅] SADP, 

(c) and (d) Dark-field images taken from the reflection shown in (a). 
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Figure 5.7.  APT results of 10 mins aging at 300oC (a) 3D reconstruction of 82 at.% Ti iso-

surface with V ions map as background; (b) the average histogram showing V concentration 

across β/ ω interface; (c) 2D pseudo-colored V concentration map; (d) 1D V composition 

profile along the 3nm diameter cylinder shown in (c).  
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To visualize elemental partitioning, a 2D pseudo-colored V concentration map is 

provided in Figure 5.7c. This map represents the rectangular dashed box shown in inset. In this 

map, the red color corresponds to higher V concentration while blue color has the lowest amount 

of V. The blue elliptical regions are associated with isothermal ω phase that are depleted in V. 

Moreover, the 1D composition profile along z-axis of a 3 mm diameter cylinder as sketched in 

Figure 5.7d. It reveals that the V concentration is higher in β phase and is lean in ω precipitates. 

Hence, after 10 mins of aging at 300oC, there is a compositional variation in the system although 

the size and morphology of ω particles have not changed significantly within the first 10 mins of 

annealing. 

5.3.3 Isothermal Annealing at 300oC for 1 hr 

 The WQ alloy was aged at 300oC for 1 hr in a tube furnace under Ar flow, then water-

quenched. The TEM and APT samples were prepared using the FIB. The TEM results include 

the [011]β SADP and two dark-field images taken from two different variants of ω (Figure 5.8). 

The dark-field pictures indicate two orientations of particle alignment. The ω size is around 11-

15 nm based on TEM dark-field images. Also, the precipitates exhibit ellipsoidal morphologies.  

 In addition, a APT experiment was carried out for compositional investigation. The 

results are summarized in Figure 5.9. A selected area of the reconstructed volume is shown in 

Figure 5.9a. Considering 82 at.% Ti iso-surface, an average histogram of ten ω particles is 

plotted in Figure 5. 9b. The average V composition of β and ω is 21.6 ± 0.4 and 5.5 ± 1.6 at.%. 

These values are appreciably close to the composition of 10 mins aged condition.  
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Figure 5.8. TEM results of 1 hr aged sample at 300oC showing (a) [011]β SAD pattern, (b) 

Dark-field image from reflection shown with red circle in (a). (c) Dark-field image from the 

reflection inside the yellow circle in (a). 
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Figure 5.9. APT data from 300oC/ 1 hr aged specimen (a) a selected region from the 

reconstructed volume of 82 at.% Ti iso-surface showing several ω particles; (b) The average 

histogram reveals elemental partitioning at the β/ω interface. 

 

Table 5.2. The calculated lattice parameter and phase fraction obtained from synchrotron x-ray 

diffraction pattern of aged specimen at 300oC for 1 hr.  

condition wt.% β wt.% ω a(β) a(ω) c(ω) c/a(ω) 

300oC/ 1 hr 66 34 3.1762 4.5045 2.7606 0.613 
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Figure 5.10. The synchrotron x-ray diffraction spectrum of 1 hr aged sample showing clear ω 

peaks along with β structure. The inset is plotted to magnify the ω peaks. 

 

Additionally, ex situ synchrotron x-ray diffraction was used to identify the present phases 

in the alloy after annealing heat-treatments. In Figure 5.10, the spectrum reveals clear ω peaks 

along with the β (BCC) structure. The red marks point to the few ω peaks as shown in the inset. 

Based on x-ray results, the phase fraction of β and ω as well as their lattice parameters are 

calculated using refinement simulation software as described previously. The calculations are 

shown in Table 5.2. ω phase has a volume fraction of 34%, and the increase is only 4% 

compared to the WQ condition.  
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5.3.4 Isothermal Annealing at 300oC for 64 hrs 

 Since no major growth in ω size occurred during the first hour, longer aging durations 

were applied. The homogenized + water-quenched specimen was aged at 300oC for 64 hrs 

followed by water quenching. The TEM selected area diffraction pattern from [011]β zone-axis, 

and two dark-field images taken from two variants of ω are all shown in Figure 5.11. Based on 

dark-field images, the size of ω precipitates is slightly larger (11-17 nm). Comparing the dark-

field images of 64 hrs with 1 hr aged condition, the ω seems to be coarsen (The ω number 

density is lower after 64 hrs aging). The ω exhibits ellipsoidal to near-cuboidal morphologies as 

seen in dark-field images. 

 APT was used to probe chemical composition, and the APT results are summarized in 

Figure 5.12. The average composition was Ti- 21 at.% V, based on APT characterization. The 

reconstructed tip represents 85 at.% Ti iso-surface including V ions shown by red spots. The 

average histogram provides a compositional profile of V across the β/ ω interface. Note that ω is 

lean and β is rich in V. The average V compositions of β and ω are 32.0 ± 0.7 at.% and 5.4 ± 0.9, 

respectively. In Figure 5.12b inset, the proxigram was calculated for a larger distance from the 

β/ω interface, and the plot reveals a small peak in β phase close to the interface. This could be 

due to V pile-up at the interface. For visual clarity, a 2D map shows compositional variation of 

the region that correspond to a black dashed rectangle in Figure 5.12c inset. The V depleted 

particles are associated with isothermal ω particles. Considering the APT data, the size and 

morphology of ω precipitates are in agreement with TEM results. 1D chemical analysis is 

present in Figure 5. 12d. The 3 nm diameter cylinder starts from one ω particle, and passes 

through the β matrix into another ω precipitate. Using the cylindrical approach, the concentration 
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of V is 30.3 ± 8 at.% in the β phase while 5.8 ± 3.6 at.% in ω phase, which is close to the 

proxigram measurement. 

 

 

Figure 5.11. TEM results of 300oC / 64 hrs aged sample (a) [011]β SADP, (b) dark-field image 

from ω variant shown with yellow circle in (a). (c) dark-filed image from the other ω variant 

which is shown in a red circle in (a). 
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Figure 5.12. APT data from 300oC / 64 hrs aged condition. (a) 85 at.% Ti- iso-surface along 

with V ions in the background. (b) Average histogram shows composition profile across the 

β/ω interface. (c) 2D composition map (from the dashed box in inset). (d) 1D concentration 

profile along cylinder with diameter of 3 nm shown in (c).  
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5.3.5 Isothermal Annealing at 300oC for 256 hrs 

 Finally, the aging duration was increased to 256 hrs to fully understand compositional 

and morphological evolution in Ti-20V at 300oC annealing temperature. The specimen was heat-

treated, water-quenched and then prepared for characterization as described earlier. The TEM 

results indicate that isothermal ω precipitates have cuboidal morphologies with diagonal length 

of 18-25 nm. Two dark-field images of ω phase are shown in Figure 5.13b-c. 

 The average composition of the volume was Ti- 21 at.% V. Based on the APT proxigram 

data, the average V compositions of β and ω phase are 34.2 ± 0.4 and 4.5 ± 0.3 at.%, respectively 

(Figure 5.14b). Also, a larger distance from the β/ω interface was plotted in Figure 5.14b inset. 

We can notice the higher V concentration in β region very close to the interface. This can be 

related to the V pile-up and a slow diffusion process. The 1D profile reveals local composition of 

β and ω to be respectively 36.7 ± 7.7 at.% V  and 5.0 ± 2.5 at.% V. These values are close to the 

histogram measurement (Figure 5.14d). Additionally, in 2D elemental map (Figure 5.14c), V-

lean ω particles have cuboidal morphology. Moreover, in the reconstructed 3D volume that 

represents 85 at.% Ti iso-surface, the particle sizes and morphologies are in good agreement with 

TEM results.   

 Therefore, the morphology of isothermal ω after 256 hrs of aging at 300oC finally 

became cuboidal and was ellipsoidal at shorter aging duration. This could be related to the 

chemical evolution, which will be discussed in the following sections. 
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Figure 5.13. TEM results of 300oC 256 hrs aged specimen showing (a) [011]β SAD pattern. (b) 

and (c) dark-field images of ω precipitates. 
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Figure 5.14. APT results from 300oC / 256 hrs aged sample. (a) iso-surface of 85 at.% Ti (b) 

average histogram across β/ω interface (c) 2D compositional map from the dashed box 

shown in inset (d) 1D elemental profile (V at.%) of cylinder shown in (c). 
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5.4 Omega Coarsening at Higher Annealing Temperature 

 This section investigates the influence of aging temperature on ω phase in Ti-20V alloy. 

For this purpose, we applied higher annealing temperature of 375oC, and the aging duration of 15 

hrs was chosen. The results are described in the following section. 

5.4.1 Omega Phase Aged at 375oC for 15 hrs 

 The as-cast sample was solution-treated above the β-transus temperature at 900oC, 

followed by water-quenching. Subsequently, the WQ specimen was wrapped in Ti foil and 

placed in a box furnace that was stable at 375oC. After 15 hrs of aging, the sample was water-

quenched to room temperature. Afterwards, it was prepared for further characterization. The 

microhardness value of this specimen was 471 ± 5.6 HV.  

 The TEM sample was prepared conventionally using dimple-grinder and ion milling as 

described briefly in Chapter 3. For this condition, we were interested in obtaining a larger area to 

analyze in TEM; therefore, the conventional method was used instead of FIB sample preparation. 

The TEM results in Figure 5.15 indicate ω particles have a fully cuboidal shape and are 

significantly larger in size compared to 300oC/256 hrs condition (Figure 5.13). Based on dark-

field images, the measured diagonal lengths of ω precipitates are 50-77 nm. The results imply 

that precipitate coarsening started at higher temperatures, since the number density has become 

lower while ω particles have grown in size. The dark-field images were taken from two ω 

variants observed in [113̅]β SAD pattern. The numbers 1 and 2 correspond to two different ω 

variants as shown in the Figure 5.15b inset.  

 Additionally, the scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) was used to image 

ω particles using a high angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector. This technique provides a z-
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contrast imaging condition. As observed in Figure 5.16a-b, cuboidal ω particles are all aligned in 

a direction. These two images were recorded close to <001>β ZA as shown in insets. In fact, they 

are not recorded exactly on-zone but close to <001>β ZA at a very low tilt. To realize the 

orientation alignments of ω precipitates, Figure 5.16c was recorded on <011>β ZA as shown in 

Figure 5.16d. The [11̅1]β is drawn on the diffraction pattern in Figure 5.16d and on a STEM 

image in Figure 5.16c. Isothermal ω particles are almost oriented along the [01̅1]β direction. 

 The APT results are presented in Figure 5.17. The average composition of the tip was Ti-

19.4 at.% V. In Figure 5.17a, a 20 nm slice of the reconstructed tip displays 50% of V ions. In 

fact, the V depleted regions can be visualized. These V lean areas are associated with the 

cuboidal ω particles in 90 at.% Ti iso-surface 3D reconstruction (Figure 5.17b). Based on an 

average histogram plot, the concentrations of V in β and ω phase are 29.5± 0.3 and 4.5 ± 0.2 

at.%, respectively. A 2D composition map including three ω particles is useful for visualizing the 

V content in this area. To quantify the local compositions of β and ω phases, a cylinder with 

diameter 5 nm was used to probe the V concentration across ω/β interface. The local composition 

of β is 30.4 ± 4.2 at.% V,  and ω phase contains 4.9 ± 2.1 at.% V.  

 On the other hand, the reconstruction of another tip reveals a plate-looking inter-

connection between two ω particles pointed by an arrow. We noticed a narrow connection 

between two ω particles (shown by a black arrow) in a 10 nm slice displaying 100% V shown in 

Figure 5. 18a. In the 3D reconstruction (90 at.% isosurface along with 100% of V ions), we 

observed the plate-looking morphology (Figure 5.18b). In addition, another view from the same 

tip reveals a similar feature connecting two ω particles (Figure 5.18c). 
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Figure 5.15. TEM results of 375oC / 15 hrs showing (a) [011]β SADP, (b) dark-field image 

taken from reflection 1 shown in [113̅]β ZA in the inset. (c) higher magnification of ω1 variant 

(d) high magnification of ω2 variant. 
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Figure 5.16. STEM images of 375oC / 15 hrs condition (a) and (b) images taken close to [001] 

ZA. (c) image taken on [011] ZA which is shown in (d). 

 

DB 
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Figure 5.17. APT results of 375oC/ 15 hrs specimen (a) 20 nm slice showing 50% V ions, (b) a 

3D reconstruction showing 90 at.% Ti isosurfaces along with 10% V atom, (c) an average 

histogram across β/ω interface showing V partitioning. 
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Figure 5.18. APT data of 375oC / 15 hrs condition (a) 2D V map from (b) three ω particles 

selected for this analysis (c) 1D concentration profile of cylinder shown in (b). 

 

 

 

Figure 5.19. APT results of 375oC / 15 hrs sample (a) 10 nm slice including 100% V ions (b) 

the 90 at.% Ti iso-surface 3D reconstructed volume along with V ions, (c) displaying iso-

surfaces a plate-looking interconnection between two ω particles could indicate formation 

(shown by arrows). 
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This morphology resembles an α phase and indicates depletion of V atoms, which is 

known as a β-stabilizer element. In fact, aging at a higher temperature for a sufficient amount of 

time is known to promote α formation. The different mechanisms proposed for this 

transformation include an ω-assisted α transformation. The investigation of α transformation is 

beyond the scope of this study. The α reflection was not detected in TEM diffraction patterns 

(neither in Figure 5.15a nor in Figure5.15b SADP), and the reason could be related to very low 

volume fraction of α laths (early stage of transformation). At this aging condition, a nano-scale α 

phase started to form in the alloy, but it could not be confirmed by TEM analysis.  

5.5 Discussion  

 This chapter reports on the ω transformation in a high misfit Ti-20V (wt.%) alloy. 

Specifically, the two aspects addressed in this study were morphological and compositional 

evolution. 

 Morphological evolution was considered first. Starting from the initial condition, a piece 

of Ti-20V alloy was β-solutionized at 900oC for 30 mins and subsequently was water-quenched 

to room temperature. The TEM dark-field imaging was the tool to probe morphological changes. 

The quenched ω exhibited ellipsoidal shape with a high number density of ω precipitates. The 

size of ω in WQ condition was around 5-8 nm. The ω reflections were located exactly at 

1/3<112̅> and 2/3<112̅> in <011>β zone-axis, with no diffuse characteristics. This observation 

suggested that ω has an ideal crystal structure containing full collapse of planes [2, 12-14]. 

Furthermore, in a very recent study, atomic resolution HAADF-STEM confirmed that a full 

plane collapse had occurred in the Ti-20V WQ condition [35]. Additionally, the orientation 

relationship between parent β matrix and transformed ω phase followed (011)β || (21̅1̅0)ω and 

[2̅22̅]β || [0001]ω (011)β || (21̅1̅0)ω, [2̅22̅]β || [0001]ω which is in agreement with literature [1].  
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Next, isothermal annealing at 300oC was investigated. The early stages of transformation were 

studied after short aging times (1 min, 10 mins, and 1 hr). The TEM imaging revealed that 1 min 

of annealing did not largely alter the size or morphology of the ω phase. After 1 min of aging, 

the ω phase had an ellipsoidal morphology with a size of 7-10 nm, while the ω number density 

was comparable to the WQ condition. After 10 mins of aging, the ω phase did not change much 

in size or morphology. When aging duration increased to 1 hr, the ω phase grew around 11- 15 

nm. In fact, ω precipitates grew slightly from 1 min (~8 nm) to 1 hr (~15 nm) of aging. The ω 

particles still displayed ellipsoidal shape, and the number density was maintained close to WQ, 1 

min and 10 mins conditions. 

 In addition, longer aging durations of 64 hrs and 256 hrs were applied for further 

investigation. TEM dark-field images taken from 64 hrs aged sample showed that the number 

density had lowered noticeably, which indicated that the ω phase coarsened. The ω size after 64 

hrs of annealing was in the 11-17 nm range. Interestingly, the shape of ω particles was slightly 

changed after 64 hrs aging compared to previous conditions, and the system contained ellipsoidal 

to near-cuboidal morphologies. Finally, the longer aging duration of 256 hrs was applied to 

understand the microstructural evolution. After 256 hrs aging, the ω phase acquired a cuboidal 

shape, with a larger size of 18-25 nm. Finally, the system obtained the cubic morphology as 

expected in a high misfit alloy after long aging time (256 hrs). On the other hand, the number 

density of ω particles decreased compared to the 64 hrs condition indicating the precipitate 

coarsening. Therefore, the conclusion was that cuboidal morphology of the ω phase was not 

gained from early stages of aging. These results required further analysis, including 

compositional variation during isothermal annealing, and will be summarized, shortly. 
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 Moreover, we investigated the effect of temperature by increasing aging temperature to 

375oC to determine whether there is any change in ω formation. In fact, a homogenized + WQ 

sample was subsequently aged at 375oC for 15 hrs. The TEM dark-field images showed big 

cuboidal ω particles with size of 50-77 nm. According to APT 3D reconstruction, very early 

stages of fine-scale α phase was detected that was not observed by TEM analysis due to very low 

volume fraction of α phase. Hence, from this aging condition (375oC/ 15 hrs), α laths started to 

develop and coexisted with isothermal ω phase. According to the APT results from 375oC/15hrs 

condition, the nano-scale α laths formed at the β/ω interface connecting two ω particles. This 

observation was not surprising since it was expected to promote an α transformation at a higher 

temperature after prolonged aging. Some works showed that the ω phase can act as a 

heterogeneous nucleation site for α laths (ω-assisted α transformation) [4, 36].  

Using APT, compositional evolutions were explored from the WQ condition to various 

aging conditions. The results from the quenched sample followed the random solid solution 

(random solute distribution) characteristic. In other words, composition throughout the tip was 

uniform, and no evidence of either partitioning or segregation was observed. In fact, small 

compositional fluctuations were within the error bars, so there was no variation in matrix 

concentration. The average content of V in the system was 20.1 ± 0.74 at.% which was close to 

bulk composition. Based on this observation, the water-quenched ω phase could possess 

athermal characteristics. This means that no compositional variation was observed in the alloy 

after quenching to room temperature, and revealed a diffusionless transformation. 

Next, isothermal annealing at 300oC was studied to examine the compositional evolution 

in time. The 1 min aged alloy revealed results similar to the WQ condition. In fact, no evidence 

of solute partitioning within the matrix could be detected by APT. Our results implied that at this 
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early stage of aging, there was not sufficient time for diffusion to occur. Simultaneously, there 

was no evidence of phase separation (compositional fluctuation) within the β phase from the 

initial condition (WQ) or early stage of aging. Therefore, based on our results, the mechanism of 

the ω transformation could not be related to the β phase separation. Interestingly, after 10 mins of 

annealing, a large elemental partitioning was recognized in the alloy. Actually, the V was 

rejected from the ω phase into the β matrix (Ti-rich, V-lean ω phase). Considering the β/ω 

interface, the average V composition in β and ω phase was 21.0 ± 0.3 at.% and 5.6 ± 1.2 at.%, 

respectively. These values were averaged from several selected iso-surfaces. After a short aging 

time of 10 mins, the significant elemental partitioning across the β/ω interface was rather 

surprising. The concentration of V in ω phase decreased from 20 at.% V down to 5.6 at.% in 10 

mins. Based on other studies, the partitioning can occur either gradually as the aging duration 

increases (as proposed by A. Devaraj et al. [29]), or it may be fully accomplished early in aging 

(within 10 mins). To investigate this hypothesis, a 1 hr aged specimen was examined. The APT 

data provided the β composition as 21.6 ± 0.4 at.% V, and ω composition as 5.5 ± 1.6 at.% V. 

These values are close to the 10 mins aging results. So, these values are likely close to the 

equilibrium composition of the ω and β phases. 

In the next step, we focused on longer aging durations of 64 hrs and 256 hrs. The APT 

results from the 64 hrs condition showed that the V content in the ω phase was 5.4 ± 0.9 at.%, 

which was near the ω composition after 1 hr aging. However, the β composition after 64 hrs 

reached 32 ± 0.7 at.%V. This indicates that compositional partitioning led to enrichment of the β 

phase close to the β/ω interface. At the same time, the shape of the isothermal ω phase started to 

change from ellipsoidal to near-cuboidal morphology. Finally, the WQ alloy was aged for 256 

hrs, and the V concentration turned out to be 34.2 ± 0.4 at.% in the β phase, and 4.5 ± 0.3 at.% in 
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ω phase. At this stage, the ω phase was further depleted in V content compared to the 64 hrs 

result. After 256 hrs of aging, the β phase seemed to contain slightly higher concentration of 

solute than for 64 hrs of aging. In fact, the results suggest that ω phase reached its equilibrium 

composition (4.5 at.% V) after 256 hrs of annealing. The near- equilibrium composition was 

achieved via rapid solute partitioning within the first 10 mins of aging (at 300oC). Continued 

rejection of solute atoms from ω particles caused precipitate to grow in size from 64 hrs to 256 

hrs. Additionally, an increase of V content in the β phase adjacent to the ω interface could 

develop the ω shape into fully cuboidal morphology. In a very recent study done by Choudhuri et 

al. (2016), DFT calculations showed that V enrichment in β phase adjacent to the β/ω interface V 

could result in β lattice distortion, and caused the high lattice mismatch due to V-V bonding [35]. 

Hence, the morphology was changed from ellipsoidal to cuboidal. An important point is that a 

large increase in V content of β phase was observed in 64 hrs and 256 hrs of aging conditions 

very close to the β/ω interface. Particularly, a small peak near the β/ω interface was observed in 

these two conditions that corresponded to V pile-up at the interface. This could be related to a 

slow diffusion of V atoms in the β matrix. Lastly, we investigated a higher aging temperature to 

fully understand the compositional evolutions in Ti-V system.  

Considering a higher aging temperature, a WQ sample was subsequently aged for 15 hrs 

at 375oC. After 15 hrs, TEM results showed large cuboidal ω precipitates with a lower number 

density compared to the previous condition (300oC/256 hrs). The diagonal length of ω was 50-77 

nm. Based on APT results, the β and ω compositions were respectively 29.5 ± 0.3 at.% V and 4.5 

± 0.3 at.%V. At this stage, no V pile-up in β phase close to the interface was observed. This 

could be due to faster kinetic at this temperature (375oC vs. 300oC), and sufficient time for V 

atoms to diffuse into β matrix. Another interesting observation was a nano-size plate-looking 
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feature that was lean in V connecting two ω particles, and this could relate to the early stage of α 

formation (Since V is a β-stabilizer element, the α lath would be lean in V). This experiment 

followed the concept of ω-assisted α transformation in which prolonged aging time could lead to 

α formation at the expense of dissolving ω phase. In all the conditions mentioned above, the size 

and morphology of ω particles obtained by the APT technique were comparable with TEM 

results. In summary, these results suggest that 4.5 at.% V was the equilibrium composition of the 

isothermal ω phase. Surprisingly, within first 10 mins, ω phase reached a near-equilibrium 

composition while continuous rejection of V atoms caused the ω phase to grow in size. During 

isothermal aging, enrichment of the β phase in V content (near the ω/β interface) changed the 

morphology of ω precipitates from ellipsoidal to the cuboidal morphology. A summary of ω 

morphology and size, as well as β and ω compositions at different aging conditions are listed in 

Table 5.3 and Table 5.4. 

 

Table 5.3. A summary of morphological and compositional evolution of isothermal ω after 

isothermal aging at 300oC. 

 

 

Time 

 

ω morphology 
Average V concentration (at%) 

ω β 

0 (WQ) Ellipsoidal -- 20.1 ± 0.74 

1 min Ellipsoidal -- 20.4 ± 2.1 

10 mins Ellipsoidal 5.4 ± 1.2 21.0 ± 0.3 

1 hr Ellipsoidal 5.5 ± 1.6 21.6 ± 0.4 

64 hrs Ellipsoidal – near cuboidal 5.4 ± 0.9 32.0 ± 0.7 

256 hrs Cuboidal 4.5 ± 0.3 34.2 ± 0.4 
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Table 5.4. Morphology and composition of isothermal ω after isothermal aging at 375oC.  

 

Time 

 

ω morphology 
Average V concentration (at%) 

ω β 

15 hrs Cuboidal 4.5 ± 0.2 29.5 ± 0.3 

 

5.6 Comparison of Low Misfit and High Misfit Alloys in Omega Formation 

 In this study, it was found that in a low misfit alloy (Ti-6.4at.% Mo and Ti-8.1at.% Mo 

systems), the ellipsoidal morphology of isothermal ω phase was retained during aging. The 

growth of ω precipitates after prolonged aging was associated with continuous rejection of the 

solute from ω phase into β matrix. The composition of the ω phase did not change much during 

prolonged aging while β composition increased in solute content by increasing the annealing 

duration. The β composition went as high as 15at.% Mo (in Ti-6.4at.% Mo- 475oC/48 hrs). The 

isothermal ω particles grew up to 140 nm while maintaining its ellipsoidal morphology.  

 On the other hand, it was observed in high misfit alloys (Ti-19at.% V system), the 

morphology of ω precipitates changed during isothermal aging. The ω precipitates exhibited 

ellipsoidal morphology after a shorter aging time (300oC/1 hr), and it changed to cuboidal 

morphology after a prolonged aging (300oC/256 hrs). The isothermal ω phase reached its near-

equilibrium composition (~ 5 at.% V) after a short time of aging (300oC/10 mins) while its 

composition did not significantly change after a longer aging duration (~4.5 at.% V after 256 

hrs). However, the composition of the β phase close to the β/ω interface continuously increased 

in V concentration (the local composition at the interface went as high as of ~ 40 at.% V after 

300oC/256 hrs). The Density functional theory (DFT) calculations revealed that, covalent 

bonding between V-V atoms formed in the β phase with increasing the V content. This V-V 

bonding contracted the β lattice, hence it increased the misfit strain at the interface. In fact, the 
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increase in size of ω precipitates and increase of V content in the β phase introduced the large 

lattice misfit to the interface and changed the ω morphology to cuboidal. Therefore, there is a 

clear difference in the formation of isothermal ω phase between a high misfit alloy and a low 

misfit system in terms of change in morphology.  
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CHAPTER 6 

FORMATION OF OMEGA PHASE IN BIOMEDICAL Ti-Nb-Zr-Ta ALLOYS 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter systematically examines ω transformation and phase evolution in 

commercial Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta (TNZT- all in wt.%), or Ti-23.7Nb-4.8Zr-1.7Ta (all in at.%), 

alloy via isothermal annealing. Also, the hardness of the evolving microstructure is investigated. 

β-Ti alloys have immense potential for biomedical applications due to their high strength, 

high fatigue, as well as low elastic modulus. The modulus of the implants should be close to 

bone’s modulus (~30 GPa) to avoid stress shielding, implant loosening or bone resorption [1-5]. 

Recently, many research works focused on designing new biocompatible alloys due to some of 

the health issues in firstly-developed biomedical Ti-6Al-4V or Ti–5Al–2.5Fe alloys. The release 

of Al and V into the body may cause health conditions such as peripheral neuropathy or 

Alzheimer’s [6-9]. Hence, metastable β- Ti alloys such as Ti–12Mo–6Zr–2Fe (TMZF), Ti–

29Nb–13Ta-4.6Zr (TNTZ), and Ti- 35Nb- 8Zr- 5Ta (TNZT) have been developed specifically to 

avoid these issues. [5, 10-11]. The microstructural evolution in these alloys largely influences 

mechanical properties [12-19]. Understanding ω transformation in biomedical alloys is critical to 

obtain desirable mechanical properties. The ω phase is known to greatly increase strength while 

lowering ductility [20-21]. Simultaneously, the ω phase may have a great impact on 

microstructural refinements. Therefore, the stability of athermal ω and isothermal ω requires 

further examination. 

Factors affecting ω transformation in TNZT alloys ― such as the effect of cooling rate, 

solutionizing temperature, oxygen content and cold rolling ― have been studied extensively [22-
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26]. Tane et al reported that ω phase was not detected after quenching to room temperature in 

TNZT alloys having higher oxygen content [24]. They suggested that the ω start temperature 

may decrease to much below room temperature (~13 K) in TNZT alloys with 0.36 wt.% or 

higher oxygen concentrations. However, in another work, the athermal ω was obtained upon 

quenching [13-14]. Moreover, ω formation during aging at intermediate temperatures has been 

reported. For instance, isothermal aging at 427oC was observed to result in either ω or α 

precipitation depending on oxygen content [22, 24-25]. However, Ferrandini et al showed that 

formation of the ω phase did not take place even after aging at 300oC and 400oC for both 4 hrs 

and 90 hrs in TNZT alloy, and suggested that Zr addition could suppress ω formation [12].  

Finally, ω precipitation has also been known to influence the formation of the hcp-α phase 

nucleation, and this ω-assisted nucleation facilitates the formation of fine-scale α precipitates in 

the bcc β-matrix [27-32].  Consequently, β+fine-scale-α microstructures possess very high 

strength compared to those with coarse α precipitates [33]. 

Considering previous works, a systematic investigation of ω phase evolution, and its 

subsequent influence on α precipitation in TNZT alloys is still lacking in literature. Therefore, 

we have tracked the evolution of the ω phase from its early stages to the formation of α 

precipitates by scanning microstructures over a range of annealing holding times.   

6.2 Microstructure Evolution during Isothermal Annealing at 400ºC 

The Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta (all in wt.%), or Ti-23.7Nb-4.8Zr-1.7Ta (all in at.%), alloy was 

provided by TIMET Company. Prior to heat treatments, the β- transus temperature of Ti-35Nb-

7Zr-5Ta was calculated using the PANDAT software package (as explained shortly in Chapter 

3). The phase fraction versus temperature yielded from the calculations is plotted in Figure 6.1 
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revealed that the theoretical β-transus in TNZT is 621.7oC, which is indicated by the onset of 

complete β phase transformation (phase fraction = 1.0). After the intersection point in Figure 6.1, 

α phase fractions decreases drastically, with a concomitant sharp rise in β volume fraction. The 

β-transus temperature was validated experimentally. 

Next, as-received TNZT alloy was β-solutionized above the predicted value at 850oC for 

30 mins and then water-quenched (WQ dimension of 1ʺ× 0.5ʺ× 0.5ʺ). Subsequently, four WQ 

specimens were annealed at 400oC for 2 hrs, 6 hrs, 24 hrs, and 48 hrs to understand the effect of 

annealing time on ω phase evolution and microhardness values.  

6.2.1 X-ray Diffraction  

To obtain a general understanding of phase evolution, synchrotron x-ray diffraction was 

carried out on WQ specimens and those annealed for 2 hrs, 6 hrs, 24 hrs and 48 hrs at the 

Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National laboratory (ANL). Prior to annealing heat-

treatments, the synchrotron samples were 50% cold-rolled then recrystallized and solution-

treated at 850oC for 20 mins to obtain small grain sizes (~30 µm). Next, the annealed samples 

were cut into pieces with dimensions 5 mm×5 mm and thickness of 0.5 mm for ex-situ x-ray 

analysis. Prior to synchrotron data collection, a CeO2 standard (NIST diffraction intensity 

standard set: 674a) was used to calibrate the sample-to-detector distance. The experiments were 

performed on the 11-IDC beam-line with energy and wavelength of 106 keV and 0.117418 Å, 

respectively. The scattered radiation was collected on a Perkin Elmer 2D detector system. The 

2D diffraction data were integrated and converted to an intensity versus 2θ plot using the 

program Fit-2D [34]. Further data refinement was performed using GSAS and EXP-GUI 

programs [35]. At the end, the acquired diffraction patterns were analyzed by applying the 
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whole-pattern Rietveld method to model the observed peak profiles using Topas software 

package (Bruker AXS) [36, 37]. 

 

 

Figure 6.1. PANDAT thermodynamical calculation shows phase fraction versus temperature 

and predicts the β-transus temperature for Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta. 
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In Figure 6.2, the x-ray diffraction spectra for 5 different heat-treatment conditions are 

plotted for comparison. Results from WQ and 400ºC/2 hrs specimens contained only β peaks 

while α peaks were detected after 6 hrs of annealing. For observation clarity, the insets in 6 hrs, 

24 hrs and 48 hrs show the magnified region of the dashed rectangles. The β peaks are indexed 

as shown on the WQ spectrum in Figure 6.2. Three α peaks, (100)α, (101)α and (102)α are 

indicated by red arrows in Figure 6.2 insets. Table 6.1 lists the lattice parameters of α and β. 

After the detection of α, we also found that its c/a ratio changed with annealing time, which 

presumably is due to alterations in α composition. Regardless, other than α and β, x-ray 

diffraction did not reveal metastable phases like ω (typically seen in TNZT [13-14]), and 

required us to perform TEM level investigation. The low volume fraction of ω phase could be 

why we could not detect ω peaks by x-ray diffraction. 

 

Table 6.1. A summary of the lattice parameters calculated from the synchrotron x-ray diffraction 

for different aging conditions at 400oC.   

 

Condition BCC 
 

HCP (Å) 
 

 
a (Å) a (Å) c (Å) c/a 

WQ 3.3045 - - - 

400C – 2 hrs 3.3046 - - - 

400C – 6 hrs 3.3050 3.0000 4.6844 1.5615 

400C – 24 hrs 3.3058 2.9801 4.6924 1.5746 

400C – 48 hrs 3.3055 2.9770 4.6917 1.5760 
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Figure 6.2. Synchrotron X-ray diffraction spectra are plotted for WQ, and samples annealed at 

400oC for 2 hrs, 6 hrs, 24 hrs, 48 hrs. The insets in 6 hrs, 24 hrs and 48 hrs magnify the peaks 

in the dashed- boxes. The α peaks are shown by the red arrows. 
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6.2.2 Early Stages of Precipitation in Water-quenched, 2 hrs and 6 hrs Annealed Conditions  

Selected area diffraction patterns (SADPs) recorded for the [011]β zone axis from the WQ and 

400ºC/2 hrs annealed specimens are shown in Figures 6.3a and 6.3b, respectively. Line profiles 

along the <112>β reciprocal vectors (marked with red arrows), plotted below each SADP, reveal 

clearly discernable intensity maximas corresponding to 1/3, 1/2 and 2/3 {112}β reflections. The 

ω phase was identified with its characteristic reflections located 1/3 and 2/3{112}β in both 

SADPs [38]. The reflection at 1/2{112} β may correspond to α phase [38], or to the recently 

discovered orthorhombic O’ phase (seen in water quenched Ti-Nb-Zr alloys [39]), though β-

solutionized and quenched TNZT alloys are typically not expected to form any α phase [10-19].   

To uncover the source of 1/2{112}β reflections, we further recorded diffraction patterns 

from [111]β and [001]β zone axes of the WQ (Figure 6.4a and 6.4c) and 400ºC/2 hrs annealed 

(Figure 6.4b and 6.4d) specimens.  Typically, in the [111]β zone axis pattern, α can be identified 

due to reflections at 1/2{011}β locations. This is because hcp-α phase shares a Burgers 

orientation relationship (OR) with the bcc-β phase i.e.  {011}β // {0001}α and <211>β // 

<011̅0>α [38].  However in the present case, 1/2{011}β reflections were completely absent in 

the [111]β SADPs (Figures 6.4a and 6.4b), which was further confirmed by the absence of 

intensity maximas in the line profiles along <011>β vector (indicated with red arrows in Figure 

6.4a and 6.4b).  The ω reflections are not seen in [111]β zone axis because ω/β OR (i.e. {011}β // 

{211̅̅̅̅ 0}ω and <1̅11̅>β // <0001>ω) results in complete overlap of the ω and β reflections [38]. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the electron diffraction patterns do not conclusively indicate 

the presence of hcp-α phase in the WQ and 400ºC/2 hrs annealed conditions. 
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Figure 6.3. The <011>β selected area diffraction patterns of (a) β-solution+ WQ (0 hr aging), 

(b) annealed at 400oC for 2 hrs. The intensity profiles along the corresponding red arrows are 

plotted. 

 

Interestingly, the [001]β SADPs for both conditions show discernable second reflections 

(apart from the primary β reflections), which appear as intensity maximas in the line profiles 

(Figure 6.4c and 6.4d).  In these SADPs, the reflection at 1/2{110} is a double diffraction 

(indicated with a dashed-square in Figure 6.4c) because that intensity maxima disappears by 

slightly tilting away from [001]β.  However, the reflection at 1/2{310}β (circle in Figure 6.4c) 

does not disappear even after large tilts away from [001]β.   
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Figure 6.4. The <1̅11>β SAD patterns (a) WQ, (b) annealed at 400oC/ 2 hrs. The <001>β 

diffraction patterns of (c) WQ, (d) 400oC/ 2 hrs. The intensity profiles along the 

corresponding red arrows are plotted. 
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Combining the SADP observations from the three different zone axes (the 1/2{112} 

reflections in the [011]β, and1/2{310} in [001]β), the presence of the O’ phase is confirmed. 

This phase was originally reported in Ti-Nb-Zr (composition comparable to TNZT) by Zheng et 

al. using the aforementioned diffraction techniques [39]. Additionally, the atomic structure of the 

O’ phase was clearly established via aberration corrected scanning transmission electron 

microscopy [39]. The O' phase is a metastable disordered precipitate which transforms by a 

{110} <11̅0> shuffle mechanism. The O' phase was characterized as having an orthorhombic 

crystal structure and Cmcm symmetry [39]. In case of the present study on the TNZT alloy, the 

presence and coexistence of ω and O' phases was revealed by the analysis of electron diffraction 

patterns from the WQ and 400°C/2 hrs specimens. 

Subsequent annealing for 6 hrs appeared to alter the relative phase stabilities; as revealed 

by the examination of the [011]β, [111]β, and [001]β SADPs in Figure 6.5a, 6.5b, and 6.5c 

respectively. Although intensity maximas were detected at 1/2{112}β in the [011]β SADP, 

intensity maximas at 1/2{310}β in the [001]β SADP corresponding to the O' phase were absent 

(Figure 6.5c).  Additionally, unlike the WQ and 400ºC/2 hrs conditions, the [111]β diffraction 

pattern exhibited discernable intensities at 1/2{011}β (compare Figures 6.4a, 6.4b and 6.5b).  

These results indicate the presence of the hcp-α (consistent with X-ray diffraction results in 

Figure 6.2), and the absence of the O' phase (undetectable 1/2{310}β reflections in the [001]β) 

after 400ºC/6 hrs.  Possibly, O' was dissolved during 6 hrs of aging and replaced by fine α 

precipitates. Furthermore, the intensities at 1/3 and 2/3{112}β  positions in the [011]β SADP 

(Figure 6.5a) showed that ω phase was also present after 400ºC/6 hrs annealing.  
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Figure 6.5. TEM results of 6 hrs annealed sample at 400oC showing (a) <011>β SAD pattern 

(b) <1̅11>β SAD pattern (c) <001>β SAD pattern. The intensity profiles along the 

corresponding red arrows are plotted. 

 

The β + ω + α microstructure in the 400ºC/6 hrs annealed sample was also examined by 

dark-field TEM imaging (Figure 6.6). All four of the ω reflections and the α reflection in the 

[011]β SADP (inset Figure 6.6a) were selected within the objective aperture.  The microstructure 

had sparsely distributed precipitates, which comprised of few extremely fine α platelets (~10 nm 

long), and highly refined ω particles embedded inside the parent β matrix.  The result indicates 

early stage of α formation and coexistence of α and ω phase after 6 hrs of aging. 
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Figure 6.6. The TEM dark-field images of 6 hrs annealed specimen at 400oC captured at (a) a 

lower magnification, (b) a higher magnification. The very fine-scale α laths are apparent in 

these images. 

 

6.2.3 Advanced Stages of Precipitation after 24 hrs and 48 hrs Aging  

According to the results of the synchrotron x-ray diffraction investigation, there is a 

substantial increase in intensity of α peaks after 24 hrs of annealing compared to the 6 hrs 

annealed sample (Figure 6.2). This result implies that a larger volume fraction of α phase is 

formed in the system at this stage. Similarly, in case of 400oC/48 hrs-annealed condition, there 

are distinct α peaks along with β phase (Figure 6.2). Such a high α volume fraction after 24 hrs 

and 48 hrs annealing is also evident from their respective [011]β and [111]β zone axis SADPs 

shown in Figure 6.7, which show distinct α intensities compared to the early stages (i.e. WQ, 2 

hrs and 6 hrs).  Surprisingly, intensity maximas from ω phase at 1/3 and 2/3{112}β in the [011]β 

zone axis are also evident.  An example of such ω reflections is highlighted in the [011]β SADP 

of the 400ºC/48 hrs condition in Figure 6.7b. The coexistence of α and ω phases in the 400ºC/24 
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hrs and 400ºC/48 hrs microstructures are also revealed via dark-field imaging shown in Figure 

6.8a and 6.8b, respectively, along the [011]β zone axis (inset in Figure 6.8a and 6.8b). The dark-

field images were obtained from the specific reflections, marked with circles, in the [011]β ZA 

patterns shown in Figure 6.8 insets. In both cases the microstructure comprised of lath-like α 

precipitates (~100-200 nm long) and ellipsoidal ω precipitates (marked with dotted circles) 

embedded inside the β matrix.  

 

Figure 6.7. (a) <011>β and (b) <1̅11>β SAD patterns of 24 hrs annealed sample at 400oC. (c) 

<011>β and (d) <1̅11>β diffraction patterns of 48 hrs annealed condition at 400oC. The red 

arrow in (c) is pointing to the ω reflection. 
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Figure 6.8. Dark field images showing the coexistence of ω + α in the (a) 400oC/24 hrs and (b) 

400oC/48 hrs annealed conditions. 

 

The TEM dark-field images reveal 100-200nm α laths in 400oC/48 hrs which should be 

detectable in SEM as well. A SEM backscatter image of 400oC/48 hrs is shown in Figure 6.9.  At 

high magnification, a very fine microstructure can be observed. Base on TEM analysis, the 

refined microstructure seen in SEM after 400ºC/48 hrs can be said to contain both fine-scale α 

and ω precipitates.  The implication of these results on the phase evolution during 400ºC 

annealing and the corresponding mechanical properties will be discussed next. 
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Figure 6.9. The backscattered SEM images of 48 hrs annealed samples at 400oC. 

 

6.3  Discussion 

The microstructural investigation of the annealed specimens further allowed us to 

postulate a transformation sequence during isothermal annealing at 400ºC, and relate the 

resulting microstructures to the mechanical properties of the TNZT alloy. 

Water quenching the alloy from the single β phase region results in the formation of both 

ω and O' phases. According to literature reports, in the quenched-in condition, the ω and O' 

structures result from phonon waves propagating along the <111>β [40], and via {110}<111>β 

shear [39, 41], respectively.  Therefore, it appears that both types of elastic instabilities are 

playing role in the quenched-in condition, and that {110}<111>β shear from the quenched-in 

condition (in the form of O') persists till the very early stages of annealing at 400ºC/2 hrs (Figure 

6.4).  Subsequent exposure to 400ºC/6 hrs appears to dissolve the O' precipitates (indicated by 

the absence of 1/2{310}β reflections in the [001]β, Figure 6.5), retains ω as highly refined 

precipitates (1/3 and 2/3{112} reflections in [011]β, Figure 6.5), and forms sparsely distributed 
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fine-scale α platelets (Figure 6.6).  Interestingly, microstructures at the later stages of annealing, 

24 hrs and 48 hrs at 400ºC, consisted of both α and ω phases (Figure 6.7 and 6.8).  Based on 

these results preliminary transformation sequence can be postulated for TNZT experiencing 

thermal exposure at 400ºC (β + ω + O'  β + ω + α).  Although it is still not understood if either 

ω or O' play any role on α formation in the TNZT alloy. 

The hardness trend in the 400ºC conditions is further correlated with their corresponding 

microstructures (Figure 6.3-6.9). Microhardness tests were conducted using a Shimadzu 

Dynamic Vickers micro-Hardness Tester (DUH-211S) with an applied load of 500 mN for 10 

secs. The microhardness versus aging time is plotted in Figure 6.10. In fact, the figure shows that 

the alloy hardness increases during aging by increasing annealing duration. It was observed that 

after just 2 hrs of annealing the hardness values increase by ~27%.  Such hardness increases may 

be attributed to solute enrichment of the β-matrix (e.g. across ω/ β) due to solute partitioning 

during isothermal annealing, which can potentially increase the strength of the β-matrix via solid 

solution strengthening.  However, this hypothesis requires confirmation by measuring the 

compositions of the different phases with atom probe tomography.  Interestingly, the hardness 

values after 6 hrs of annealing was comparable to 400ºC/2 hrs even though the 400ºC/6 hrs 

microstructure consisted of α platelets, which is known well to strengthen the β-matrix [33]. This 

apparent discrepancy may be rationalized on the basis of a small volume fraction of the α 

precipitates in 400ºC/6 hrs (Figure 6.6), which may not provide sufficient obstacles for 

dislocation movement to increase the strength.  On the other hand, large volume fractions of α 

precipitates seen in the 400ºC/24 hrs and 48 hrs microstructures (Figure 6.8) significantly 

increases the strength compared to those obtained at the early stages of annealing, 60-80% and 
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30-40% increase compared to WQ and 400ºC/2 hrs respectively.  This microstructure may also 

have benefited from the presence of ω precipitates which coexist with the α precipitates. 

 

 

Figure 6.10. The microhardness values of the samples annealed at 400oC for various durations. 

 

There is a schematic of pseudo-binary phase diagram which is proposed for the alloy as 

shown in Figure 6.11 [39]. In the diagram, the start temperatures of metastable α', αʺ, ω are 

sketched (blue dashed-curves). The red dashed-curve indicates the start temperature of 

metastable O' phase. Since both ω and O' phases were simultaneously observed in TNZT under 

isothermal annealing at 400oC (0 hr and 2 hrs), the red cross mark on the phase diagram might be 

considered as the corresponding region at which the TNZT alloy was studied.  
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Figure 6.11. A schematic portion of binary phase diagram in β- Ti alloys showing the α', αʺ, 

ω, and O' start temperatures [39]. Based on our experimental results, the red cross mark could 

be the region at where Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta alloy is studied. 

 

In this chapter, ω formation and microstructural evolution in a TNZT alloy during aging 

were investigated. The microstructure was correlated to the mechanical response by 

systematically tracking microstructural changes across different time-periods via isothermal heat 

treatments, and measuring the corresponding hardness values. In summary, the WQ condition 

revealed the presence of a recently reported metastable O' phase, which coexisted with the ω 

phase.  Subsequent isothermal annealing at 400ºC/2h retained the β + ω + O' microstructure. 

However, O' was dissolved after 6 hrs of annealing and resulted in the formation of sparsely 

distributed α platelets which coexisted with ω.  However, these α platelets did not substantially 

increase the alloy strength.  Crucially, these results confirm that O' phase is indeed metastable 

and is less stable than ω. Latter stages of annealing at 400ºC (24 hrs and 48 hrs) resulted in a 

high volume fraction of α precipitates, which coexisted with ellipsoidal ω precipitates. The very 

high hardness of 400ºC/48 hrs was attributed to the β + ω + α microstructure. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE ROLE OF OXYGEN IN OMEGA TRANSFORMATION 

 

7.1 Introduction 

 This chapter investigates the variation of oxygen content (if any) during ω 

transformation, as well as the effect of oxygen (O) addition on ω formation. In fact, interstitial 

elements like O, C, N, H, and B can significantly influence the microstructure, and consequently 

the mechanical properties of Ti-alloys [1-19]. The ω structure is known to be formed due to 

collapse of {111} planes in β phase [20-21]. Generally accepted is that oxygen retards formation 

of both athermal and isothermal ω in Ti-alloys [22-24].  In the case of athermal ω, interstitial 

oxygen atoms act as a barrier during plane collapse. In fact, the high stress field near oxygen 

atoms interferes with atomic displacement during ω transformation. Therefore, this could be the 

cause of ω suppression in the presence of interstitial sites. Nevertheless, the mechanism of 

isothermal ω transformation is based on diffusion of solute atoms and would depend 

considerably on the nature of the alloying elements. However, a clear understanding of the effect 

of interstitial elements on ω transformation is still lacking in literature.  

The oxygen effect on ω transformation has been reported in few works [16-19]. 

However, quantification of oxygen as a light element especially in nano-scale ω particles is 

challenging and is lacking in previous works. For this purpose, an advanced technique, 3D atom 

probe tomography (APT), is used in this work for oxygen characterization. The oxygen 

concentration in ω phase in low-misfit (Ti-Mo) and high-misfit (Ti-V) binary systems and the 

complex multicomponent (TNTZ) system are studied and will be addressed in this chapter.  
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7.2 Oxygen Concentration in Omega Phase in Ti-Mo Systems 

 This section discusses the variation of oxygen in a low misfit binary system, Ti-Mo alloy, 

during ω transformation. Oxygen contents of ω and β phases in both Ti-12Mo and Ti-15Mo 

alloys are also addressed here. As explained in Chapter 4, atom probe tomography (APT) 

technique was used to probe compositions of β and ω phases. Following the same datasets, the 

oxygen profiles are extracted for oxygen analysis. 

 Starting with Ti-12wt.% Mo (or Ti-6.4 at.%Mo) alloy, the WQ sample showed 

homogenous distribution of Ti and Mo within the matrix. Hence, there was no difference in 

composition of β and athermal ω phase. To quantify the oxygen content is this alloy, the same 

cylindrical method was used for quenched-condition (Figure 7.1a). The oxygen content along the 

z-axis of a cylinder with diameter of 20 nm is plotted in Figure 7.1b. There is no major variation 

within the cylinder since the fluctuations are within the error bars. The oxygen concentration in a 

30 nm distance is averaged to be 0.73 ± 0.38 at.%. Note that this value is based on local 1D 

analysis, and it is not averaging over the bulk volume.  The reported value is a close estimate 

representing oxygen concentration in the Ti-12Mo system.  

Next, the aged Ti-12wt.% Mo (10 mins, 30 mins and 48 hrs at 475oC) specimens are 

considered. Since isothermal ω precipitates were detected in all aged conditions (Chapter 4), a 

proxigram method is used to plot the oxygen profiles across the β/ω interface. For visual clarity, 

the error bars are not shown here. For all aging conditions, oxygen partitioning is observed 

across the interface (Figure 7.2). Actually, oxygen is rather lean in ω while it is higher in 

concentration in β phase. The results suggest that oxygen was rejected from ω phase into β 

parent matrix. In fact, this is in agreement with commonly accepted role of oxygen in ω 
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transformation. In literature, oxygen is known to be ω destabilizer since the addition of oxygen 

element suppresses ω formation [22-24].  

 

 

Figure 7.1 APT results of WQ Ti-12wt.%Mo (or Ti-6.4 at.%Mo) alloy showing (a) 3D 

reconstruction with Ti and Mo atoms, (b) oxygen concentration profile along z-axis of a 

cylinder with 20 nm diameter shown in (a). 

 

 

 From the proxigram plots, the equilibrium oxygen contents of β and ω phases (away from 

the interface) are averaged as listed in Table 7.1. Again, oxygen level is higher in β phase than in 

ω particles in all three aging conditions. 

 Furthermore, the ω and β compositions in Ti-15wt.% Mo (or Ti- 8.1 at.% Mo) alloy aged 

at 350oC/24 hrs and 400oC/100 hrs were discussed in Chapter 4. The average histogram reveals 

that oxygen partitions across the β/ω interface (Figure 7.3). Here, the error bars are not shown in 

the plot for clarity. Similar to Ti-12Mo system, ω phase is lean in oxygen compared to β phase in 
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Ti-15Mo alloy. The average oxygen concentrations measured from the proxigrams are 

summarized in Table 7.2. 

 

 

Figure 7.2. Average proxigram of Ti-12 wt.% Mo (or Ti-6.4 at.%Mo) alloys aged at 475oC for 

10 mins, 30 mins and 48 hrs displays the oxygen concentrations across the β/ω interfaces. 

 

Table 7.1. The oxygen concentration of β and ω phase in Ti-12wt.% Mo (or Ti-6.4 at.% Mo) 

alloy, calculated from Figure 7.2. 

 

Condition 
ω size 

(nm) 

β 

O (at.%) 

ω 

O (at.%) 

WQ < 5 0.73 ± 0.38 0.73 ± 0.38 

475oC/10 mins 15 - 25 0.665 ± 0.063 0.494 ± 0.078 

475oC/30 mins 30-45 0.891 ± 0.078 0.576 ± 0.050 

475oC/48 hrs 70-140 0.654 ± 0.064 0.433 ± 0.072 
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Figure 7.3. Average proxigram of Ti-15wt.% Mo (or Ti-8.1at.% Mo) alloy aged at 350oC/24 

hrs and 400oC/100 hrs shows the oxygen concentrations across the β/ω interfaces. 

 

Table 7.2 Oxygen concentration of β and ω phase in aged Ti-15 wt.% Mo (or Ti-8.1 at.% Mo) 

alloy, calculated from the proxigram in Figure 7.3. 

 

Condition 
ω size 

(nm) 

β 

O (at.%) 

ω 

O (at.%) 

350oC/24 hrs 15-20 0.671 ± 0.045 0.260 ± 0.092 

400oC/100 hrs 35-52 0.707 ± 0.057 0.276 ± 0.053 

 

Another method was used to quantify oxygen contents in which each phase was 

separately reconstructed. The 3D reconstructions of β and ω phases are shown in Figure 7.4. 

Figures 7.4a and 7.4b show the reconstructed β phase and ω phase from 350oC/24 hrs aged alloy, 

respectively. Also, the β and ω reconstructed volumes of 400oC/100 hrs aged sample are 
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displayed in Figure 7.4c-d. In this case, oxygen concentrations in ω and β phase are averaged 

over the whole reconstructed volume.  For each aging condition, analyses of two different tips 

are reported in Table 7.3 to provide the statistics. Once again, the lower oxygen content in ω 

phase can be noticed in both aging conditions. So far, the results follow our expectation 

considering oxygen as ω destabilizer.  

 

Table 7.3. Oxygen concentration of β and ω phase in aged Ti-15wt.% Mo (or Ti-8.1 at.%Mo)  

alloys, calculated from Figure 7.4. 

 

Condition 
ω size 

(nm) 

β 

O (at.%) 

ω 

O (at.%) 

350oC/24 hrs - #1 15-20 0.423 ± 0.003 0.168 ± 0.004 

350oC/24 hrs - #2 15-20 0.422 ± 0.003 0.182 ± 0.004 

400oC/100 hrs - #1 35-52 0.450 ± 0.005 0.208 ± 0.004 

400oC/100 hrs - #2 35-52 0.443 ± 0.004 0.209 ± 0.004 
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Figure 7.4. APT results of aged Ti-15wt.% Mo alloys showing (a) reconstructed β phase from 

350oC/ 24 hrs sample along with both blue Ti and red Mo ions, (b) reconstructed ω phase 

from 350oC/ 24 hrs alloy. (c) reconstructed β phase from 400oC/ 100 hrs specimen, (d) 

reconstructed ω phase from 400oC/ 100 hrs aged condition.  

 

7.3 Oxygen Concentration in Omega phase in Ti-V Alloys 

 This section discusses evolution of oxygen content during aging in a high misfit system, 

Ti-20 wt.% V (or Ti-19 at.% V) alloy. As already explained in Chapter 5, APT was used for 

chemical analysis during aging. Using the same datasets, we now focus on oxygen variation (if 
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any) within the alloy. The average proxigrams calculated for the samples aged at 300oC for 10 

mins, 1 hr, 64 hrs, and 256 hrs are shown in Figure 7.5a-d. 

 

 

Figure 7.5. Average proxigrams showing oxygen concentration across β/ω interfaces in Ti-20 

wt.% V alloy (or Ti-19 at.% V) aged at 300oC for (a) 10 mins, (b) 1 hr, (c) 64 hrs, (d) 256 hrs.  

 

Considering the results from Figure 7.5, no major variation (no strong partitioning) in 

oxygen content is detected in these conditions, although oxygen concentration might seem 

slightly higher in ω phase after longer aging duration, but still the variations are within the error 

bars. So, oxygen was considered to be a neutral element in ω phase. In addition, the higher aging 
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temperature, 375oC, was also considered for this analysis. The oxygen profile of Ti-20V sample 

aged at 375oC for 15 hrs is depicted in Figure 7.6. Unlike the other conditions, clearly the ω 

phase is richer in oxygen compared to β martrix. The profiles in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 

suggest that oxygen content in ω phase changes during aging, depending on aging temperature 

and time. The results are rather surprising due to common knowledge about the destabilizing 

effect of oxygen on ω transformation. 

 

 

Figure 7.6. Average proxigrams showing oxygen concentration across β/ω interfaces in Ti-

20wt.% V alloys aged at 375oC for 15 hrs. 

 

The average values based on Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 are calculated and listed in Table 

7.4. After 15 hrs aging at 375oC, oxygen level is ~1.7 times higher in ω phase than β phase. 

 Moreover, for two selected aging heat-treatments, β phase and ω phase are reconstructed 

individually to average oxygen values over the entire tips. In Figure 7.7, reconstructed β phase 

and ω phase along with blue Ti atoms and red V atoms are shown for 300oC/10 mins and 
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375oC/15 hrs aged conditions. From the reconstructed phases, average oxygen concentrations for 

two tested specimens were measured for two aging conditions (Table 7.5).  

 

Table 7.4. Oxygen concentration of β and ω phase in aged Ti-20wt.% V (or Ti-19 at.% V) alloy, 

calculated from Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6. 

 

Condition 
ω size 

(nm) 

β 

O (at.%) 

ω 

O (at.%) 

300
o
C/1 min 

< 10 0.595 ± 0.367 0.595 ± 0.367 

300
o
C/10 mins ~10 0.346 ± 0.037 0.349 ± 0.104 

300
o
C/ 1 hr 11-15 1.92 ± 0.35 2.45 ± 1.09 

300
o
C/ 64 hrs 13-17 0.744 ± 0.094 0.887 ± 0.263 

300
o
C/ 256 hrs 18-25 0.901 ± 0.091 1.135 ± 0.135 

375
o
C/15 hrs 50-77 0.441 ± 0.038 0.718 ± 0.066 
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Figure 7.7. APT results from Ti-20wt.% V alloy showing (a) β reconstruction of 300oC/10 

mins aged sample showing Mo and Ti ions, (b) ω reconstruction of 300oC/10 mins. (c) β 

reconstruction of 375oC/15 hrs with Ti and Mo ions, (d) ω reconstruction of 375oC/15 hrs 

displaying only Ti ions.  
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Table 7.5. The oxygen concentration of β and ω phase in aged Ti-20 wt.% V (Ti-19 at.% V) 

alloy, calculated from Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6. 

 

 

Condition 
ω size 

(nm) 

β 

O (at.%) 

ω 

O (at.%) 

300oC/10 mins - #1 ~10 0.166 ± 0.001 0.161 ± 0.004 

300oC/10 mins - #2 ~10 0.154 ± 0.001 0.125 ± 0.003 

375oC/15 hrs - #1 50-77 0.321 ± 0.003 0.489 ± 0.005 

375oC/15 hrs - #2 50-77 0.268 ± 0.003 0.479 ± 0.004 

 

 

7.4 Omega Transformation in Biomedical Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr-xO Alloys 

Current section probes the effect of oxygen on stability of isothermal omega precipitates 

in Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr (all in wt.%) using x-ray powder diffraction, TEM, and APT. Two alloys 

with 0.1 and 0.4 wt.% oxygen were subjected to single step, and two-step annealing heat-

treatments to promote ω and α formation, respectively.  

Nowadays, β-Ti alloys have attracted considerable attention in biomedical applications 

due to such mechanical properties as high strength, high fatigue, as well as low elastic modulus 

[25-28]. Metastable Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr (TNTZ) has been developed to achieve low modulus in 

addition to excellent biocompatibility for implant applications [28-29]. By carefully controlling 

the microstructures via heat-treatment, compositional variations, and/or oxygen content, desired 

mechanical properties can be obtained. The aim of this study is to clarify the influence of oxygen 

addition on phase transformation of multi-component biomedical TNTZ alloys based on 

elemental partitioning. 

In this study, two hot-forged TNTZ (Ti-29wt.%Nb-13wt.%Ta-4.6wt.%Zr) bars 

containing 0.1 wt.% and 0.4 wt.% O were used [2]. The alloys are respectively referred to as 
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TNTZ-0.1O and TNTZ-0.4O in this manuscript. The concentration of oxygen was carefully 

controlled by appropriate addition of TiO2 during processing. Thus, the bulk composition of each 

alloy in at.%  is TNTZ-0.1O (Ti: bal., Nb:20.12, Ta: 4.7, Zr: 3.29, O:0.48, at.%) and TNTZ-0.4O 

(Ti: bal., Nb:20.1, Ta: 4.51, Zr: 3.09, O: 1.67, at.%). Both samples were hot-rolled at 1000oC, 

and then homogenized. Solution treatments took place in vacuum for 1 hr up to a temperature of 

single β phase (above β-transus), followed by ice-water quenching. In literature, the appropriate 

solutionizing temperatures were reported to be 790oC and 820oC for TNTZ-0.1O and TNTZ-

0.4O, respectively [2]. In this study, single step and two-step heat treatments were considered for 

each alloy. At first, both homogenized alloys were aged at 300oC in vacuum for 72 hrs and then 

were ice-water quenched (1st step of aging). Next, the samples that were previously aged at 

300oC for 72 hrs were subsequently annealed in vacuum at 450oC for 24 hrs and water quenched 

afterwards (2nd step of aging).  Before annealing the samples (with comparable dimensions), the 

furnaces were equilibrated by maintaining them at a given temperature for at least ~2 hrs. Under 

these circumstances, the specimens are expected to acquire their natural heating rates. 

After 1st step and 1st+2nd step annealing, both TNTZ-0.1O and TNTZ-0.4O alloys were 

characterized using conventional X-ray diffractometry (XRD). Additionally, the alloys subjected 

to 1st+2nd step aging were further studied using TEM and APT. Specifically, a Bruker D8 

Discover XRD machine with Cu-Kα radiation voltage of 40kV and 40mA current was used for 

phase identification in 2θ range of 30o to 100o (at Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku 

University, Japan). The preparations of TEM and APT samples were done using FIB. Finally, 

after applying 1st+2nd step aging-treatments, the hardness values of TNTZ-0.1O and TNTZ-0.4O 

were measured using Shimadzu HMV-S microhardness indenter. 
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The treatment conditions were designed to promote the ω phase in 1st step of aging and 

the α phase in 2nd step of aging. The temperature that was applied at 1st step (300oC) is reported 

to form isothermal ω precipitates in TNTZ alloys [30]. After the 2nd step of aging, we expect to 

fully dissolve ω particles, which were developed in the 1st step aging, and form equilibrium α 

phase in both TNTZ-0.1O and TNTZ-0.4O alloys [2, 31]. The XRD spectra of TNTZ-0.1O and 

TNTZ-0.4O, which were subjected to the 1st step aging at 300oC for 72 hrs are shown in Figure 

7.8.a. The detected ω peaks confirm the coexistence of ω and β phase in both alloys. Figure 7.8b 

presents the XRD spectra of TNTZ-0.1O and TNTZ-0.4O after 1st+2nd step aging. The results 

reveal clear α formation in TNTZ-0.1O after being subsequently subjected to 2nd step aging. 

Actually, the coexistence of α, ω, and β phases is observed in this system. At the same time in 

TNTZ-0.1O, the reduced intensity of the ω peak after 1st+2nd step aging compared to the 

previous case (1st step aging only) suggests that in 0.1 wt.% O alloy, the ω particles started to 

dissolve and equilibrium α phase was precipitated after 2nd step of aging. However, there is no 

evidence of α precipitation in TNTZ-0.4O after 2nd annealing based on the XRD results. In 

addition, considering the two XRD spectra of TNTZ-0.4O, the intensity of the ω peaks is almost 

unchanged after 2nd step aging. These XRD data suggest that the excess of oxygen could stabilize 

ω in the TNTZ alloy.  

To fully understand the microstructure of the alloys that were subjected to two-step aging 

treatments (1st+2nd step aging), TEM experiments were carried out. For TNTZ-0.1O system, the 

selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns taken from [011] and [1̅11] zone axes of β- structure are 

presented in Figure 7.9a, 7.9b, respectively. Clearly, α reflections at 1/2<211̅> of [011]β zone 

axis, and 1/2<110> of [1̅11]β zone axis are observed along with the fundamental bcc reflections. 

The dark-field image of the selected reflections (the reflections inside the orange dashed-circle in 
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Figure 7.9.a reveals large α laths in TNTZ-0.1O (Figure 7.9c). The SAD pattern and dark-field 

images of TNTZ-0.4O after 2nd step aging can be seen in Figure 7.9. (d-f). The clear ω 

reflections at 1/3<211̅> and 2/3<211̅> of [011]β  zone axis represent two variants of ω structure. 

The reflection that is selected by a yellow dashed-circle in Figure 7.9d was used to image the ω 

particles in TNTZ-0.4O, and it reveals ellipsoidal ω precipitates after the 2nd step of aging 

(Figure 7.9e). The size of ω particles in this dark-field image varies from 40-80 nm. Selecting all 

the reflections that are highlighted by a red dashed-circle in Figure 7.9d reveals fine- scale α 

laths coexisting with ω phase (Figure 7.9f). Probably due to low volume fraction of α precipitates 

in TNTZ-0.4O, α peaks could not be detected in our XRD spectrum shown previously.   

 

 

Figure 7.8. (a) XRD spectra of TNTZ-0.1O and TNTZ-0.4O subjected to 1st step aging 

showing the presence of β and ω phases in both alloys. (b) XRD spectra of TNTZ-0.1O and 

TNTZ-0.4O subjected to 1st+2nd step aging. TNTZ-0.1O results shows the presence of β, ω and 

α phases, while no α phase was observed in TNTZ-0.4O. 
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Figure 7.9. TEM images of TNTZ-0.1O (a-c). (a) SAD pattern from [011]β zone axis. (b) 

[1̅11]β SAD pattern. (c) Dark-field image taken from the reflections inside the orange circle in 

(a) showing large α laths. TEM images of TNTZ-0.4O (d-f). (d) [011]β SAD pattern revealing 

clear ω reflections. (e) Dark-field image taken from the yellow circle in (d) revealing ω 

particles. (f) Dark-field image taken from all reflections inside the red circle shown in (d) 

revealing both ω precipitates and fine-scale α laths.  
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To measure accurate chemical composition, APT was performed on the alloys after two- 

step aging. In Figure 7.10a, the reconstructed image of TNTZ-0.1O shows Nb depleted regions 

delineated by blue 76 at.% Ti iso-concentration surface (iso-surface) along with  10% of Nb 

atoms (red) in the system.  The plate-like morphology of the Nb depleted region corresponds to α 

and matches well with the previous TEM observation.  Proximity histogram (proxigram) 

presents a concentration profile as a function of distance across the β/α interface. According to 

the proxigram of the selected iso-surface (pointed by an arrow in Figure 7.10a), α phase is rich in 

Ti, but lean in Nb and Ta, while Zr shows no significant variation compared to β (Figure 7.10b). 

On the other hand, the amount of oxygen concentration is around 2 times higher in α phase than 

the β parent matrix. Nb and Ta are commonly known to stabilize β phase, while oxygen 

stabilizes α phase. Therefore, the APT analysis for TNTZ-0.1O follows these common 

understandings about α phase. Based on the steady-state values of the proxigrams (Figure 7.10b-

c), the β and α compositions in this system (TNTZ-0.1O) are approximately Ti-30.2Nb-2.4Zr-

7.2Ta-0.4O, and Ti-2.5Nb-2.1Zr-0.7Ta-0.9O, respectively (all in at.%).  
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Figure 7.10. APT results of TNTZ-O.1O. (a) 3D-reconstruction showing 76 at.% Ti iso-

surface (solid blue) with 10% Nb ions (red dots). (b) Proxigram of the selected iso-surface 

pointed by the arrow revealing β to α composition profile. (c) Oxygen profile indicating 

relatively higher oxygen content in α phase. For visual clarity, Ti profile is not shown. 
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Reconstructed APT data from TNTZ-0.4O after two-step heat treatment reveals Nb lean 

regions similar to the TNTZ-0.1O alloy. The Nb-lean region is delineated by 76 at.% Ti iso-

surface (in blue) and is shown along with  1% of Nb atoms (red) in Figure 7.11a. Based on the 

iso-surfaces, two different morphologies of precipitates, the ellipsoidal and the lath-like shapes, 

are observed in the TNTZ-0.4O alloy. Correlating this result with the previous TEM 

observations shown in Figure 7.9f, the ellipsoidal precipitates correspond to ω phase and the 

lath-like precipitates belong to the α phase. To analyze the composition of fine-scale α, the 1D 

concentration profiles of Nb, Ta and Zr are calculated as a function of distance along the z-axis 

of a cylinder with diameter 15 nm (Figure 7.11b). The α phase is lean in Nb and Ta. Individually, 

the oxygen profile plotted in Figure 7.11c shows a much greater amount of oxygen in α phase 

than β (~5 times). The α composition of TNTZ-0.4O was estimated to be Ti-4.3Nb-0.97Ta-

2.2Zr-2.1O (at.%). Proxigrams from the highlighted ω iso-surfaces (inset of Figure 7.11d) are 

plotted for Nb, Zr, and Ta in Figure 7.11d, and oxygen in Figure 7.11e. The ω region is found to 

be rich in Ti, and at the same time it is depleted in both Nb and Ta. However, Zr does not vary 

much between β and ω phases. Interestingly, the concentration of oxygen in ω phase seems much 

higher (~4 times higher) than β phase in TNTZ-0.4O (~300% increase in oxygen concentration). 

The approximate compositions of β and ω phase of TNTZ-0.4O were obtained from the steady-

state values of the proxigram and were Ti-31.9Nb-2.7Zr-2.7Ta-0.6O, and Ti-2.4Nb-2.6Zr-0.5Ta-

2.4O (all in at.%), respectively. Therefore, the high amount of oxygen in ω phase (~2.4 at.%) 

could be why ω phase stabilized at even higher temperature (450oC) in TNTZ alloy. 
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Figure 7.11. APT results of TNTZ-O.4O. (a) 3D-reconstructed data showing 76 at.% Ti iso-

surface (solid blue) with 1% Nb ions (red dots). (b) 1D profile depicting α/β concentration 

along the z-axis of the cylinder with 15 nm diameter (inset). (c) Oxygen profile shown 

separately from the same cylinder in (b). (d) Proxigram across the highlighted β/ω iso-surfaces 

(inset). (c) Oxygen profile from the same iso-surfaces in (d). For visual clarity, Ti profile is not 

shown. 
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Finally, the Vickers hardness of TNTZ-0.1O and TNTZ-0.4O samples after 1st+2nd aging 

treatments was measured. The average of 7-8 hardness values of TNTZ-0.1O and TNTZ-0.4O 

after two-step annealing was 236 (± 2) HV and 320 (± 3) HV, respectively. The 36% difference 

in hardness values could be related to large density of hard ω particles in TNTZ-0.4O system. 

7.5  Discussion 

Initially, two binary alloys, Ti-Mo (low-misfit) and Ti-V (high-misfit) were selected to 

investigate the effect of the interstitial oxygen element on ω phase. In WQ conditions, there was 

a homogenous random distribution of atoms (solid solution), while athermal ω possesses the 

same composition as the parent phase. However, during aging, elements start to partition across 

β/ω interface depending on their natures. If an element is β-stabilizer, it has a tendency to diffuse 

into BCC structure to lower the energy of the system. On the other hand, an element called ω- 

destabilizer would be rejected from ω structure to relax the structure. The aim of this chapter was 

to understand the nature of oxygen atom and its effect on ω phase, which understanding is still 

lacking in literature.  

In both Ti-12Mo and Ti-15Mo alloys, it was observed that oxygen was rejected from ω 

phase since the oxygen concentration in ω phase was lower than β phase.  These observations 

were expected since oxygen is commonly accepted to be an ω destabilizer; therefore, oxygen 

would be lean in ω [21-23]. Nevertheless, Ti-20V alloy did not reveal such similar trend. The 

WQ specimen followed the random solid solution model like the Ti-Mo alloy. Under isothermal 

annealing at 300oC, there were no major variations in oxygen content across the interface. By 

increasing the aging time, a very slight increase in oxygen concentration in ω phase was 

detected. However, since oxygen fluctuations were near the error bars, no clear trend was 

confirmed. After aging at higher temperature of 375oC for 15 hrs, an oxygen partitioning 
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between β and ω phase became apparent. The oxygen concentration was up to near two times 

higher in β phase than in ω structure. This is rather surprising since it contradicts the traditional 

understanding of oxygen influence in ω transformation. The results obtained from those binary 

alloys suggest that oxygen effect might vary in different systems depending on the nature of 

alloying elements. For instance, oxygen acted as an ω-destabilizer in a low-misfit alloy (Ti-Mo) 

while it was either a neutral or ω stabilizing element in a high-misfit (Ti-20V) system. At higher 

aging temperature, ω became rich in oxygen in Ti-V alloy. Moreover, our observations indicate 

that the condition of aging heat-treatment may also affect oxygen partitioning between ω and β 

phases. To realize the mechanism of interstitial diffusion in alloys containing different solutes 

would require a computer modeling. 

At last, we studied the influence of oxygen on ω transformation in a multi-component 

biomedical Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr (wt.%) alloy. For this purpose, oxygen was intentionally and in 

a very controlled manner introduced in the alloy during processing. Two alloys with different 

oxygen concentration (TNTZ-0.1O and TNTZ-0.4O) were used to study how oxygen affects ω 

transformation. After homogenizing both alloys, single step aging (300oC for 72 hrs), and two-

step aging (300oC for 72 hrs+450oC for 24 hrs) were performed on both alloys. The results 

indicated that after 1st step aging, both alloys contained ω phase, while after 2nd step aging the 

difference in the microstructures of these two alloys was substantial.  Considering the alloys 

subjected to 1st+2nd step aging, the alloy with higher oxygen content (TNTZ-0.4O) retained large 

density of ω precipitates while the lower oxygen concentration alloy (TNTZ-0.1O) revealed 

large α laths. In addition, based on careful chemical analysis of TNTZ-0.4O after the two-step 

aging, it was observed that oxygen content was significantly higher in ω particles (4 times higher 

than β phase), which contrasts with the conventional knowledge of the effect of oxygen on ω 
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formation. Computational modeling is required to understand the rationale underlying the 

stabilization of the ω phase due to oxygen in these alloys, and will be carried out in the future. T. 

Li et al. [18] recently reported that in a Ti-6Cr-5Mo 5V- 4Al(wt%) (Ti-6554) alloy, isothermal 

annealing at 300oC for 16 hrs leads to local oxygen enrichment at the interface between the ω 

precipitate and the β matrix, presumably due to the rejection of oxygen from the growing ω 

precipitate (not oxygen partitioning into the ω precipitates). These oxygen-enriched 

environments near the ω/β interface act as favorable nucleation sites for α precipitates. The focus 

of their study was on ω -assisted nucleation of α in the Ti-6554 alloy and not the stabilization of 

ω due to oxygen addition, which was the focus of our study. We concluded that the high 

concentration of oxygen inside ω particle might be the reason of forming stable ω phase in 

TNTZ-0.4O after aging at higher temperature (450oC).  Based on XRD, TEM and APT analysis, 

we observed that oxygen could be an ω-stabilizer in the complex TNTZ biomedical alloys. 
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CHAPTER 8 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS 

The main goal of this dissertation was to understand the evolution of ω phase in low 

misfit, high misfit and multi-component β-Ti alloys, as well as realizing the effect of oxygen on 

ω transformation. This chapter summarizes all our observations that were discussed in previous 

chapters; and at the end, some relevant future works will be proposed. 

8.1.1  Ti-12Mo System (Low Misfit Alloy)

 Water-quenched condition contained nano-scale athermal ω phase that exhibited the same

composition as β parent phase. 

 Ideal crystal structure was proposed for athermal ω phase based on the nature of ω reflections

in TEM diffraction patterns. 

 Athermal ω structure was detected by synchrotron x-ray diffraction, and lattice parameters

were calculated. 

 Isothermal ω phase exhibited ellipsoidal morphology after 10 mins, 30 mins and 48 hrs of

aging 475oC. The ω precipitates grew in size during isothermal aging up to 140 nm after 48 hrs 

of annealing. 

 The lattice parameters of isothermal ω structures were measured from synchrotron x-ray

diffraction. The results indicated slight increase in c/a ratio which corresponded to compositional 

changes in ω phase during aging. 

 Elemental partitioning at β/ω interfaces revealed that Mo was rejected from ω phase and at

early stages of aging at 475oC (10 mins), the ω phase reached its near-equilibrium composition. 

8.1     Summary
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 After longer aging time (475oC/48 hrs), the Mo concentration in ω precipitates reached to

less than 2 at.% (~1.6 at.% Mo). 

 Mo pile-up in β matrix adjacent to β/ω interface was observed at early stages of aging (10

mins and 30 mins) while after prolonged aging (48 hrs), Mo atoms diffused into matrix and no 

solute pile-up was detected. 

 During aging, the Mo content in β phase near the ω/β interface increased up to 14.6 at.%. The

ω precipitates grew in size via continuous rejection of solute atoms into β matrix. 

8.1.2    Ti-15Mo System (Low Misfit Alloy)

 After aging at 350oC for 2 hrs, 24 hrs, and 100 hrs, ellipsoidal isothermal ω particles were

detected using TEM and APT techniques. 

 The size of isothermal ω precipitates slowly increased from 9 nm (350oC/2 hrs aging) to 32

nm (350oC/100 hrs annealing). 

 Annealing temperature was increased to 400oC to realize the effect of temperature on

isothermal ω phase; the ω phase revealed to become 52 nm after 100 hrs aging at 400oC. 

 The ω composition reached near equilibrium value (1.8 at.% Mo) in 350oC/24 hrs annealed

sample, while ω phase was further depleted in solute (1.1 at.% Mo) in 400oC/100 hrs condition. 

 Mo concentration in β phase increased from 11.5 at.% to 17 at.% from 350oC/24 hrs to

400oC/100 hrs aging condition. 

 No α phase was detected by TEM and APT characterizations, even at advanced stages of

aging (400oC/100 hrs annealed sample). 

 The microhardness of Ti-15Mo samples aged for 2 hrs, 24 hrs, and 100 hrs at 350oC, as well

as the microhardness of 400oC/ 100 hrs annealed sample revealed a continuous increase trend by 
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increasing the aging temperature and/or annealing time, confirming the growth of hard ω 

particles in the alloy. 

 Comparing Ti-12Mo systems with Ti-15Mo alloy, the concentration of solute did not notably

influence isothermal ω characteristic. In both alloys, the growth ellipsoidal ω precipitates took 

place (with increasing aging temperature and/or annealing time) via rejection of solute atoms. 

The ω composition reached the equilibrium (< 2 at.% Mo) in both alloys after prolonged aging. 

However, our observation suggested a full collapse (ideal ω structure) in water-quenched 

condition in Ti-12Mo, while as-quenched ω phase in Ti-15Mo was previously reported to exhibit 

non-ideal crystal structure due to its partial plane collapse. Therefore, an increase in solute 

content can affect the nature of athermal ω phase in Ti-Mo alloys. 

8.1.3   Ti-20V System (High Misfit Alloy)

 Quenched ω phase (< 8 nm) in water-quenched condition exhibited the same composition as

β parent phase. 

 It was concluded that athermal ω transformation occurred via a full collapse of {222} plane

due to the nature of its reflections in TEM diffraction patterns, that was in agreement with recent 

literature. 

 Subsequent isothermal aging at 300oC for different annealing durations were performed to

characterize evolution of ω phase from early stages of aging to advanced stages. The 

morphology of ω phase changed from ellipsoidal (1 min, 10 mins, 1 hr) to near-cuboidal (64 

hrs), and finally to fully cuboidal (256 hrs) shape at later stages of aging. We suggested that the 

continuous rejection of V in β matrix during ω growth modified the lattice structures and had led 

to a cuboidal morphology. 
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 Synchrotron x-ray diffraction was used for phase identification in water-quench and 300oC /1

hr aged samples. In both cases, ω phase was detected and the lattice parameters were calculated. 

Small changes in β and ω lattice constants were due to compositional changes in ω phase during 

annealing. 

 APT characterization revealed that V atoms partitioned at β/ω interface, confirming that ω

phase was depleted in solute. 

 Interestingly, at early stages of aging at 300oC, after short aging time of 10 mins, the ω phase

reached a near-equilibrium composition (~ 5.4 at.% V). In 256 hrs- annealed sample, the ω 

composition did not change significantly, and was slightly reduced to 4.5 at.% V. 

 A slow increase in ω size during isothermal aging at 300oC was observed from <10 nm (1

min aging) to 25 nm (256 hrs anneaaling). 

 We increased the aging temperature to 375oC, and aging duration of 15 hrs revealed fully

cuboidal ω particles, with size of 77 nm. 

 In 375oC/15 hrs annealed condition, the ω phase contained 4.5 at.%V, which was the

equilibrium composition previously achieved in 300oC/256 hrs condition. 

 Using APT reconstruction, after 15 hrs of aging at 375oC, there was an evidence of α

formation (very early stages of α transformation). 

8.1.4   Biomedical Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta Alloy

 In water-quenched alloy, the coexistence of ω phase and O' (orthorhombic) phase was

detected in TEM results. Nevertheless, only primary β reflections were observed in synchrotron 

x-ray diffraction, that possibly due to very low volume fraction of ω and O' phases, they were not 

resolved by x-ray diffraction. 
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 Isothermal aging treatments at 400oC for 2 hrs, 6 hrs, 24 hrs and 48 hrs were performed to

investigate isothermal ω transformation in TNZT alloys. It was found that ω and O' phases were 

both present after 2 hrs of aging. However, O' phase was dissolved, and was replaced by fine-

scale α laths (~10 nm) in 6 hrs- annealed sample. 

 After 24 hrs and 48 hrs aging, ellipsoidal ω precipitates with a low number density coexisted

with high volume fraction of fine-scale α phase (~100-200 nm). This was confirmed by x-ray 

diffraction and TEM characterization. The size of ω particles in 24 hrs-, and 48 hrs-annealed 

conditions were 32-42 nm and 50-75 nm, respectively. 

 The lattice parameters of β and α phases in water-quench, 2 hrs, 6 hrs, 24 hrs, and 48 hrs

aged specimens (at 400oC) were calculated from x-ray diffraction results. We noticed that β and 

ω lattice constants changed during aging, presumably due to change in their compositions. 

 The microhardness of the alloy continuously increased during isothermal aging at 400oC. The

maximum hardness (~ 392 HV) corresponded to a highly refined mixture of ω and α phases after 

prolonged aging for 48 hrs. 

8.1.5    Evolution of Oxygen Content in ω Phase

 In both low misfit alloys (Ti-12Mo and Ti-15Mo), APT results indicated that oxygen content

was lower in ω phase compared to β matrix (consistently in all studied aging conditions). These 

observations were in agreement with the commonly accepted effect of oxygen as an ω 

destabilizer. 

 High-misfit Ti-20V alloy did not reveal a similar trend as Ti-Mo alloy in terms of oxygen

content. There was no significant difference in oxygen concentration between ω precipitates and 

β matrix at 300oC of aging for different aging times.  
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 In Ti-20V alloy, at higher annealing temperature (375oC) after 15 hrs aging, oxygen appeared

to partition into ω precipitates, that was in contrast with the conventional understanding of the 

effect of oxygen on ω transformation. 

 We suggested that the nature of alloying elements, as well as the condition of aging-

treatment can influence on the impact of oxygen atoms on ω transformation (Oxygen can be 

either an ω stabilizer, a neutral element, or an ω destabilizer). 

8.1.6   Biomedical Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr-xO Alloy

 Adding 0.1 wt.% O and 0.4wt.% O to TNTZ alloy, the effect of oxygen addition on ω

transformation was investigated. After single-step annealing at 300oC for 72 hrs, only ω phase 

(along with primary β phase) was observed in both alloys with different oxygen contents. 

 After second step of aging at 450oC for 24 hrs, TNTZ-0.4O contained large volume fraction

of ω phase, while mainly α phase was observed in TNTZ-0.1O alloy. 

 APT results revealed O partitioning across the β/ω interface, and confirmed oxygen

concentration was substantially higher in ω phase compared to β matrix. 

 The results suggested oxygen has an important impact on stabilizing ω phase in TNTZ

alloys. 

8.2 Future Works 

 Appropriate thermo-mechanical treatments should be studied to achieve a good balance

between strength and ductility in β-Ti alloys via ω-assisted transformation. 

 The effect of ω phase on microstructure refinements (fine-scale α formation) in high-misfit,

low-misfit and multi-component alloys under different thermo-mechanical treatments should be 

carefully understood. 
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 The effect of ω phase evolution on deformation mechanism of β-Ti alloys should be studied.

 We should realize the correlation between compositional and structural (lattice parameters)

changes in ω phase during aging, and its consequent influence on mechanical properties of the 

alloys. 

 Since athermal vs. isothermal ω precipitates showed some differences in microstructure, we

should understand how the athermal ω and isothermal ω phases can affect the fatigue properties. 

 The potential effect of orthorhombic O′ phase on α transformation, as well as its influence on

mechanical behaviors of Ti-alloys should be considered. 

 To gain a better knowledge about the actual effect of oxygen on ω transformation,

computational simulations are required to realize the interactions between alloying elements and 

oxygen atoms and how it changes the free energy of the system. 

 Coupling TEM and APT characterizations with other advanced techniques such as electron

energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) can be helpful to understand the oxygen distribution in ω and β 

phases. 




